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Editorial 
"Theoretical criticism and practical overthrow are .. .inseparable 
activities, not in any abstract sense but as a concrete and real 
alteration of the concrete and real world or bourgeois society." 
(Karl Korsch.) 

We are living in rroubled and confusing times. The Bourgeois triumphalism that followed the 
collapse of Ea<item Bloc has given way to fear and incomprehension at the return of war, 
nacionalism and fascism to Europe.The tumultuous events of the last four years have shattered 
the certainties of the Cold War period. Yet for all the momentous changes that have followed on 
from the collapse of the Eastern Bloc, it would seem that, after more than thineen years of 
Thatcherism and designer socialism, that the prospect of revolutionary change is more remote 
than ever. Indeed in the Cold War period the very petrified state of geo-politics actually allowed 
the projection of total social revolution - a real leap beyond capitalism in its Eastern and 
Western varieties� as the only possibility beyond the status quo. Now, however, we see the real 
dangers of fundamentaJ changes and ruptures within the parameters of continuing capitalist 
development. Within these dangers there does lie the real possibility of the further development 
of the social revolutionary project But to recognise and seize the opportunities the changing 
situation offers we need to ann ourselves theoretically and practically. The theoretical side of 
this requires a preservation and superseding of the revolutionary theory that has preceded us. 

Capitalism creates its own negation in the proletariat. but the success of the proletariat in 
abolishing itself and capital requires theory. At the time of the first world war the theory and 
praxis of the classical workers' movement came close to smashing the capital relation. But it 
was defeated by capital using both Stalinism and social democracy. The domination of the 
workers movement by Stalinism and social democracy that followed was an expression of this 
defeat of both the theory and practise of the proletariat 

The first stirrings from the long slumber began in the fifties following the death of Slalin and 
with the revolts against Stalinism by East German and Hungarian workers. This rediscovery of 
aulOnomous practice by the proletariat was accompanied by a rediscovery of the high points of 
the theory of the classical workers movement In panicular the Gennan and Italian left 
communist critiques of the Soviet Marxism, the seminal work of Lukacs and Korsch in the 
critique of the objectivism of Second International Marxism which Leninism has failed to go 
beyond. 

The New Left that emerged from this process was in a sense the reemergence of a whole series 
of theoretical currents - council communism, class struggle and libenl versions of anarchism, 
Trotskyism - that had largely been submerged by Stalinism. But while a number of groups that 
sprung up to a large extent just regurgitaled as ideology the theories they were discovering, there 
were some real attempts to go beyond these positions, to actually develop theory adequate to the 
modem conditions. The period is marked by an explosion of new ideas and possibilities. The 
situationists and the autonomists represent high points in this process of reflecting and 
expressing the needs of the movement 

The rediscovery of the proletariat's theory happened in a symbiotic relation with the rediscovery 
of proletarian revolutionary practice. The wildcat suikes and general refusal of work, the near 
revolution in France in '68, the 'counter cultural' creation of new needs by the proletariat,' in total 
a successful attack on the Keynesian settlement that had maintained social peace since the war. 



But with capital's successful use of crisis to undennine the gains or the proletarian offensive 
began a crisis in the ideas of the movement. The crisis was a result of the attacks on practice. 
We can sec a number of directions in the collapse of the New Left. 

One was a reformist rum: Under the mistaken notion lhat they-were taking the struggles fwther -
marching through the institutions - many comrades entered the Western social democratic 
parties. This move did not act to unify and organise the mass movements and �sroots 
struggles but rather encouraged and covered up the decline of these social movements. Those 
who avoided the mistake of being incorporated into the system fell into twin errors. On the one 
hand many embroiled themselves in frantic party-building. The were persuaded that the problem 
with the movement so far was the lack of an organisation te attack capital and the state. While 
they built their party the movement was breaking up. They were blind to the history of 
Trotskyism as the 'loyal opposition' 10 Stalinism. 

On the other hand many of those who recognised the bankruptcy of Leninism fell into a 
libertarian swamp of lifestylism and total absmption in 'identity politics' etc. Meanwhile from 
Academia came a sophisticaled attack on radical theory in the guise of radical theory. The 
libertarian critique of Leninism - that it is an attempt to replace one set of rulers with another set 
- was transfonned into an attack on the very project of social revolution. While appearing in 
their discourse to be exceptionally radical, the political implications of the posttnodemists and 
poststructuralists amount to at best a wet liberalism, while al worst a justification for nationalism 
and wars. 

The collapse of the new left para.llelled the reb'eat of the proletariat as a whole before the 
onslaught of capitalist restructuring. In Britain we had the debilitating affect of the 'social 
contract' under Labour and the exceptionally imponant defeat of the miners strike. Elsewhere 
the crushing of the Italian movement and so on. 

This brings us 10 the present situation. The connection between the movement and ideas has 
been undermined. Theory and practise are split. Those who think do not act, and those who act - do not think. In the universities where student struggles forced the opening of space for radical - thought that space is under attack. The few decent academic Marxists are besieged in their ivory - tower by the poststructuralist shock troops of neo-liberalism. Although decent work has been' - done in areas such as the state derivation debate there has been no real attempt apply any .--insighlS in the real world. Meanwhile out in the woods of practical politics, though we have had 
some notable victories recently, ideas are lacking. Many comrades, especially in Britain, are 
afflicted with a virulent anti-intellectualism that creates the ludicrous impression that the Trots 
are the ones with a grasp of theory. Others pass off conspiracy theories as a substinue for serious 
analysis. � We publish this journal as a contribution to the reuniting of theory and practice. Aufheben is a ����
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� Jl/.uf/ie6en editorial group would like to recieve articles from contributors for our ,,., � pages. Whilst we would not publish something with which we substantively disagreed, we would ��� try and find a way to include material with which we did not agree fully should it raise issues 
which we consider imponant to debate. We would also appreciate letters. A letters page can 
serve as a valuable forum for debate, and would go some way towards breaking down the 
division between writers and readers. Artwork. would also be gratefully recieved. 



The Rebellion 
in Los Angeles: 

The Context of a Proletarian 
Uprising 

The Rebellion in Los Angeles 

On April 29th, Los Angeles exploded in the most serious urban uprising in America this century. It took the federal 
army, the national guard and police from throughout the country three days to restore order, by which time the 
residents of L.A. had appropriated millions of dollars worth of goods and destroyed a billion dollars of capitalist 
property. Most readers will be familiar with many of the details of the rebellion. This article will attempt to make 
sense of the uprising by putting the events into the context of the present state of class reladons in Los Angeles and 
America in order to see where this new militancy in the class struggle may lead. 

Before the rebellion, there were two basic attitudes on the state of class SlrUggle in America. The pessimistic view is 
that the American working class has been decisively defeated. This view has held that the U.S. is - in tenns of the 
topography of the global class struggle - little more than a desen. The more optimistic view held, that despite the 
weakness of the traditional working class against the massive cuts in wages. what we see in the domination of the 
American left by single issue campaigns and 'Politically Correct' discourse is actually evidence of the vitality of the 
autonomous struggles of sections of the working class. The explosion of class struggle in L.A. shows the need to go 
beyond these one-sided views. 
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1 Beyond the Image 

As most of our infonnation about the rioting has come through the capital& media, it is necessary to deal with the 
distorted perspective it has given. Just as in the Gulf War, the media presented an appearance of full immersion in 
what happened whi1e actually constructing a falsified view of the events. While in the Gulf there was a concrete 
effon LO disinform, in L.A. the distortion was a product not so much of censorship as much as of the total 
incomprehension of the bourgeois media when faced with proletarian insurrection. As Mike Davis points out, most 
reporters, 'merely lip-synched submban cliches as they tramped through the ruins of lives they had no desire to un
derstand. A violent kaleidoscope of bewildering complexity was flattened into a single, categorical scenario: legi
timate black anger over the King decision hijacked by hard-core street criminals and it transformed into a maddened 
assault on their own community.' l Such a picture is far from the ttuth. 

The beating of Rodney King in 1991 was no isolated incident and, but for the chance filming of the event, would 
have passed unnoticed into the pattern of racist police repression of the inner cities that characterises the present form 
of capitalist domination in America. But, because of the insertion of this everyday event into general public 
awareness the incident became emblematlc. While the mainstteam television audience forgot the event through the 
interminable coun proceedings, the eyes of the residenlS of South Central L.A. and other inner cities remained fixed 
on a case that had become a focus for their anger rowards the system King's beating was typical of. Across the 
country, but especially in L.A., there was the feeling and preparation that. whatever the result of the ttial, the 
authorities were going to experience people's anger.2 For the residents of South Central, lbe King incident was just a 
trigger. They ignored his televised appeals for an end to the uprising because it wasn't aboot him. The rebellion was 
against the constant racism on the streets and about the syslemalic oppression of the inner cities; it was against the 
everyday reality of racist American capitalism. 

One media set response to similar situations has been to label them as 'race riocs'. Such a compartmentalisation broke 
down very quickly in L.A. as indicated in Newsweek's reports of the rebellion: 'Imlead of enraged young black men 
shouting "Kill Whitey," Hispanics and even some whites - men, women and cbildren - mingled with African
Americans. The mob's primary lust appeared to be for propeny, not blood. ID a fieSla mood. looters grabbed for 
expensive consumer goods that had suddenly become "free". Beuer-offblack as well as white and Asian-American 
business people all got bume.cl.' Newsweek turned to an 'expert' - an urban sociologist - wbo tells lbem, 'This wasn't a 

race riot. It was a class rioL'3 

Perhaps uncomfonable with this analysis they turned to 'Richard Cunningham, 19', 'a clerk with a neat goalee': "They 
don't care for anything. Right now they're just on a spree. They want to live the lifestyle they see people on TV 
living. They sec people with big old houses, nice cars, all the scereo equipmem Ibey want, and now that it's free, 
they're gonna get it." As the sociologist told them - a class rioL 

In L.A., Hispanics, blacks and some whites united against the police; the composition of the riot reflected the 
composition of the area. Of the first 5,000 arrests '52 per cent were poor Latinos. 10 per cent whites and only 38 per 
cent blacks. 4 

Faced with such facts, the media found it impossible to make the label 'race rior.' stick. They were more successful, 
however, in presenting what happened as random violence and as a senseless attack by people on their own 
community. It is not that there was no paUem to the violence, it is that the media did not like the pattern it took. 
Common targets were journalists and photographers. including black and Hispanic ones. Why should the rioters 
iarget the media? - I) these scavangcrs gathering IOWld the story offer a real danger of identifying participants by 
their photos and repons. 2) The uncomprehending deluge of coveiage of the rebellion follows years of total neglect 

1 Mike Davis 'In L.A .• Bmnin& AU Illusions', The Nation ISi June 1992. Davis bas also prodaced adminble bonom up &CCO\UU5 of the development 
of the working class of LA. and America generally thai: emphasizes the acliverole of the class suuuie in sbapinc American society. His wort 
particularly City of Quanz has been a major source for diis article. 
2 An anide on the front page of the San Francisco Examiner Maid! 24, 1991 wamod -rbcy"re lucky hs been 11.iny and cool here bcQusc d:lc City of 
Angels - stunned by the police department's beating of Rodney Kin& - is mom 10 ezpk)de.. - The explosion was held off till the verdict but it when it 
came the wail was worth it. lncidentaly one would have to dmy the notion of cataia coaspiracy-mindm comrades th11. the authorities purposely 
produced a not-guilty verdict to provoke the rebellion. There is no need to uy and see capilal's logic in m explosion of the prolewiat's logic. 

3 Newsweek 11th May 1992 
4 Davis article in The :Sat.ion Jwie l st 
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of the people or South Central except their representation as criminals and drug addicts. In South Centtal, reponers 
arc now being called "image looters". 

But the three fundamental aspects to the rebellion were the refusal of representation, direct appropriation of wealth 
and attacks on propeny; the panicipanlS went about all three thoroughly. 

Refusal of Representation 
While the rebellion in '65 had been limited to the Watts district, in '92 the rioters circulated their struggle very 
effectively. Their first task was to bypass their 'representatives'. The black leadership - from local government 
politicians tluough church organisations and civil rights bureaucracy - failed in its task of controlling its community. 
Elsewhere in the States this strata did to a large extent succeed in channelling people's anger away from the direct 
action of L.A., managing to stop the spread of the rebellion. The struggle was circulated, but we can only imagine the 
cri.c;is that would have ensued if the actions in other cities had reached L.A. 's intensity. Still, in L.A. both the self
appointed and elected representatives were by-passed. They cannot deliver. The rioters showed the same disrespect 
for their 'leaders' as did their Wans counterparts. Years of advancement by a section of blacks, their intersection of 
themselves as mediators between 'their' community and US capital and state, was shown as iJTClevant. While 
community leaders tried to restrain the residents, 'gang leaders brandishing pipes, sticks and baseball bats whipped up 

hotheads, urging them not to trash their own neighbourhoods but to auack the richer turf to the west'. 5 

"It was too dangerous for the police to go on to the streets" 
Observer May 3rd 1992 

Attacks on Property 
The insurgents used portable phones to monitor the police. The freeways that have done so much to divide the 
communities of L.A. were used by the insurgents to spread their struggle. Cars of blacks and Hispanics moved 
throughout a large part of the city burning their wgets - commercial premises, the sites of capitalist exploitation -
while at other point.� traffic jams formed outside Malls as their contents were liberated. As well as being the first 
muhiethnic riot in American history, it was its first car-borne riot. The police were totally overwhelmed. by the 
creativity and ingenuity of the rioters. 

Direct Appropriation 

"Looting, which instantly deslJ'Oys the commodity as 
such, also discloses what the commodity ultimatly 
implies: The army, the police and the other speciali7.ed 
detachmems of the state's monopoly of armed 

violence. �6 Once the rioters had got the police off the 
streets looting was clearly an overwhelming aspect of 
the insurrection. The rebellion in Los Angeles was an 
explosion of anger against capitalism but also an 
eruption of what could take its place: creativity, 
initiative, joy. 

A middle-aged woman said: "Stealing is a sin, but this is more like a 
television gameshow where everyone in the audience gets to win." Davis 

anicle in The Nation June 1st 

"Looters of all races owned the streets, storefronts and malls. Blond kids loaded their Volkswagen with stereo gear ... 
Filipinos in a banged up old clunker stocked up on baseball mitts and sneakers. Hispanic mothers with children brow-

S �ewsweek I Ith May 1992. p. 15. In lhe DTganisation and eirrulation of the struggle the gangs played a significant role. This will be looked at in a 
laterseetion. 

6 'The Decline and Fall ofthc Spectaclc-Commolity Economy" in Simationist International Anthology p. 1:53 



sed the gaping chain drug marts and clolhing slOl'eS. A few Asians were spoued as well. Where the looting at W8115 
had been desperate, angry, mean, the mood this time was closer to a maniac.fiesta''.7 

The direct appropriation of wealth (pejorativly labelled looting) breaks the circuit of capital • Work.- Wage
Consumption - and such a struggle is just as unacceptable to capital as a sttike. However it is also true that, for a 
large section of the L.A. working class, rebellion at the level of production is impossible. From the consrant 
awareness of a 'good life' out of reach - commodities they cannot have • to the conlladiction of the simplesl. 
commodity, the use-values they need are all saamped with a price tag; they experience the contradictions of capital 
not at the level of alienated production but at the level of alienated consumption, not at the level of labour but at the 
level of the commodity. 

"A lot of people feel that it's reparations. It's what already belongs to us." 
Will M., Conner an member, on the 'lootin '.1n1ernationalHeraldTribune8dlMay 

It is imponant to grasp the imponance of direct appropriation, especially for subjec:ts such as those in L.A who are 
relatively marginalised from production. This 'involves an ability to understand working-class behaviour as tending to 
bring about, in opposition to the law of value, a direct relationship with the social wealth that is produced. Capitalist 
development itself, having reached this level of class sttuggle, desttoys the 'objective' parameters of social exchange. 
The proletariat can thus only recompose itself, wilhin this level, through a material will to reappropriale to itself in 
real terms the relation to social wealth that capital has formally redimensiooed'.8 

If the bourgeois press had to concede the class nature of the uprising, all the Slranger that a pan of the left here felt it 
necessary to insist that what happened was a race riot . Uving Mani.rm felt it necessary to reduce this eruption of 
class anger to their nanow conception of the 'silent race war'. The fact that the multiracial rebellion by the proletariat 
of L.A. was a massive explosion of class struggle escaped the notice of the RCP; but then for followers of Uving 
(Dying?) Marxism class struggle has no existence; certainly it is not something that can be allowed to get in the way 
of 'the battle of ideas'. The RCP's whole stance on this and other acrs of class struggle (such as the poll rax rebellion) 
is evidence of their retreat to the realm of ideology. 

The SWP's response was more traditional. While they at least recognised the class nature of the events they did not 
bother to analyse the events themselves. just used them as illustrations of how their line on race and class was 
correct. Alex Callinicos. for example, subordinated his aaempt at a serious analysis of the relation berween 'Race and 
Class'9 to the more urgent task of giving a rather lame defence of their ANL strategy which is obviously in deep 
crisis. 

The RCP and SWP: mirrors of each other. What we saw in both cases was not a response to the riots - not an attempt 
to learn from the actions of the class • rather just the taking of them as an excuse to uot out the previously developed 
line. So for the RCP the uprising was a 'race riot' showing the correctness of their idea of a 'silent race war' while for 
the SWP it shows die validity of their ANL sirateay. For both groups die signifu:ance of any outbunt of class struggle 
is always just to show the problems of capitalism and the need for lhe(ir) party. The point with these and other Trots· 
kyire groupings is that they already know what revolution is and what forms of organisation and actions it involves • 
it was what happened in Russia in 1917. They can only see the L.A. rebellion as evidence that their diagnosis of 
capitalism's sickness and their cure remain valid. 

But we on the non-LeniniSI. revolutionary left should be wary of just repealing our line that the riots were just great 
and that we support them whole-heanedly. It is not enough just to su:ppon. the events, we should try to understand 
lhem and the development they represenL 

2 Race and Ciass Composition 

7 Newsweek lhb May 1992, p. 16. 

8 Toni Negri 'Crises ofthc: Pl.mer-Stale: Communian md � Orpdulicm', in Revol.-ion Reained p. 146 

9 A. Callinicos 'Race md aus' lmemltional biati- S5 
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So even Newsweek. voice of the American bourgeoisie, conceded that what happened was not a 'race riot' but a 'class 
riot'. But in identifying the events as a class rebellion we do not have to deny they had 'racial' elements. The 
ovcrwhelining importance of the riots was the extent to which the racial divisions in the American working class 
were transcended in the act of rebellion; but it would be ludicrous to say that race was absent as an issue. There were 
'racial' incidents: what we need to do is see how these elemenlS are an expression of the underlying class conflict. 
Some of the crowd who initiated the rebellion at the Normandie and Florence intersection went on to attack a white 
truck driver, Reginald Oliver Denny. The media latched on to the beating, transmitting it live to confmn suburban 
white fear of urban blacks. But how represen1ative was this incident? An analysis of the deaths during the uprising 
shows it was not.10 Still. we need to see how the class war is articulated in 'racial' ways. 

In America generally, the ruling class has always promoted and manipulated racism, from the genocide of native 
Americans, through slavery, to the continuing use of ethnicity to divide the labour force. The black working class 
experience is to a large extent that of being pushed out of occupations by succeeding waves of immigrants. While 
most groups in American society on arrival at the bottom of the labour market gradually move up, blacks have 
constantly been leapfrogged. Moreover, the racism this involves has been a dampner on the development of class 
consciousness on the pan of white workers. 

In L.A. specifically, the inhabitants of South Centtal constitute some of the most excluded sectors of the working 
class. Capital's strategy with regards these sectors is one of repression carried out by the police - a class issue. 
However the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) is predominantly white and irs victims massively black and 
Hispanic (or as P.C. discourse would have it, people of colour). Unlike in other cities, where the racist nature of the 
split between the inc1uded and excluded sectors is blurred by the slate's success in co-opting large numbers of blacks 
on to the police force, in L.A. capital's racist strategy of division and containment is revealed in every encounter 
bcLween the LAPD and the population - a race issue. 

When the blacks and Hispanics of L.A. have been marginalised and oppressed according to their skin colour, it is not 
surprising that in their explosion or class anger against their oppressors they will use skin colour as a racial shorthand 
in identifying the enemy, just as it has been used against them. So even if the uprising had been a 'race riot', it would 
still have been a class riot. It is also imponant to recognise the extent to which the participants went beyond racial 
stereotypes. While the attacks on the police, the acrs of appropriation and attacks on property were seen as proper and 
necessary by nearly everyone involved, there is evidence that acts of violence against individuals on the basis of their 
skin colour were neither typical of the rebellion nor widely supponed.11 In the context of the racist nature of L.A. 
class oppression, it would have been surprising if there had not been a racial element to some of the rebellion. What 
is surprising and gratifying is the overwhelming extent lO which this was not the case, the extent to which the insur
gents by-passed capital's racist suategies of control. 

"A lot of people feel that in order to come together we have to sacrifice 
the neighbourhood." 
Will M., former gang member, on the destruction of businesses. 1n1erna1iona1 

Herald Tribune 8111May 1992 

One fonn the rebellion took was a systematic assault on Korean businesses. The Koreans are on the front-line of the 
confrontation between capital and lhe residents of centtal L.A. • they are the face of capilal for these communities. 
Relations between the black community and the Koreans had collapsed following the Marlins incident and its judicial 
result. In an argument over a Sl.79 bottle of orange juice, Latasha Harlins. a 15-ycar old black girl, was shot in the 
back of the head by a Korean �er - Soon Ja Du - who was then let off with a SSOO fine and some community 
service. While the American Stai.e packs its Gulags with poor blacks for just trying to survive, it allows a shopkeeper 
to kill their children. But though this event had a strong effect on the blacks of South Central. their attack on Korean 
property cannot be reduced to vengeance for one incident - it was directed against the whole syslem of exchange. The 
uprising attacked capital in its fonn of property, not any propeny but the propeny of businesses· the institutions of 

10 lbc video imaacs of white people bcin.-savagcd by mobs had lildc to do with the way people died. Al lu.s1 one person, maybe 1wo or duee did 
die lhat way. More whiles, however, died in fire¥ overblown squabbles llld in mis1uidcd heroicL 
In a rio1 lhou&ht to express anger among blacks towards whi1es, blacks died in greatest numben, and mostly in black neighbowhoods. Rlnienw::iom.J. 
Herald Tribune 12/4/92 
1 1  As evidenced in lhe cases who where whiles who were injured wen pzoleeled and helped by black residents. 



exploi1ation; and in the black and Hispanic areas, most of these propenies and businesses were owned by Koreans. 
Bul though we should understand the resenlmenl towards the Koreans as �-based, it is necessary to put this in the 
context of the overall situation. In L.A., the black working-class's position Oetejjorated in the late 1970s with the 
closure of the heavy industty, whereas at the end the sixties they had swted to be employed in large numbers. This 
was pan of the inremationalization of L.A.'s economy, its insertion into the Pacific Rim centre of accumulation 
which also involved an influx of mainly Japanese capital into downtown redevelopment, immigration of over a 
million Latin Americans to take the new low-wage manufacmring jobs that replaced the jobs blacks had been 
employed in, and the influx of South Koreans into L.A.'s mercantile economy. Thus while Latinos offered 
competition for jobs, the Koreans came to represent capital to blacks. However, these racial divisions are totally 
contingent. Within the overall reslruCturing, the jobs removed from L.A. blacks"' were relocated to other pans of the 
Pacific Rim such as South Korea. The combativity of these South Korean workers shows that the petty-bourgeois role 
Koreans take in L.A. is but part of a wider picture in which class conflict crosses all national and ethnic divides as 
global finance capiral dances around trying to escape its nemesis but always recreating iL 

3 Class Composition and Capitalist Restructuring 

The American working class is divided between waged and unwaged, blue and white collar, immigrant and citizen 
labour, guaranteed and unguaranteed; but as well as this, and often synonymous with these distinctions, it is divided 
along ethnic Jines. Moreover, these divisions are real divisions in terms of power and expectations. We cannot just 
cover them up with a call for class unity or fatalistically believe that. until the class is united behind a Leninist pany 
or other such vanguard, it will not be able to take on capital. Jn terms of tM American situation as well as with other 

areas of 1he global class conflict ii is necessary 10 use the dynamic llblion of clals composilion12 rather than a static 
notion of social classes. 

"When Bush visited the area security was massive. TV networks were 
asked not to broadcast any of Mr Bush's visit live to keep from giving 
away his exact location in the area." 1n1erna1ionatHeraldTrib"""8"'May 1992 

The rebellion in South Central Los Angeles and the associated actions across the United States showed the presence 
or an antagonistic proletarian subject within American capiralism. This presence had been occluded by a double 
process: on the one hand, a sizeable section of American workers have had their consciousness of being proletarian -
of being in antagonism to capital - obscured in a widespread identification with the idea of being 'middle-ctass•l3: 
and on the other, for a sizeable minority, perhaps a quarter of the population, there has being their recomposition as 
marginalised sub-workers excluded from consideration as a pan of society by the label 'underclass'.14 The material 
basis for such sociological categorisations is that. on the one hand there is the increased access to 1uxury' 
consumption for cenain 'higher' strata, while on the other there is the exclusion from anything but 'subsistence' 
consumption by those 'lower' strata consigned to unemployment or badly paid pan-time or irregular work. IS 

12 'Class Com�sition' is used hers in a double slll5C IO eoYll' both the objective and ledmical SlrUCIUf8 of labour �wer and the subjective side of 
lhc needs and desires of lhc wod:in1 class. This use of the term derives from the AlllODDDlia Manin uUition. Central theoretical tHts can be found 
in Revolution Relrilved and other Red Now publ.icalions, also Sergio Bologna"s Class Composition ml the Theory of lhl Pany at the Origin of lhe 
Worlr.en' Council's MovcmcnL A practical eurnple of "militant �ICIJ'Ch" on clus composilioll by Genam comtades is available in the pamphlet 
Class Struggles in a German Town p1blished by Unpopular Books and AK Press. 
13 This is noi pu�ly or in the main an ideological proc.ess. The 'con111Yllive revolulion" dw has been the ideological side to capitalin re1trucWring 
inYolves the mobolisation of a large section of the workin1 dus with the DUI middle dus. American Clpital's sul:Ce5s in cutting wages has not in the 
main affected this sector though in the present crisis it too is beginning IOfcel the piDcb. This basmeaat tbeaduded lllCIOl'has suffmed immensly. 
The perceiYed necessity ofpitdting their appeal 11 the "middle clus" is now accepced by bolb contmders for the 1992 presidential election. However 
the abili1y of capillll IO consolidaie a consensus for tbe values of an 'ideological middle class' has in America, to be put in the CODlUl of mass political 
absrenwnionism by half the population includin1 a majority of lhe working class. 
14 Though 'unden:lus' is of11n used as a pseudonym for 'blacks' many members of ocher 0rKes" fall imo this Cllegory and bl.acks lhemselves in LA 
and throughout America have a new "middle class" u well as a shrinking tur. larae pmponi.on employed in tradilional bl.ue collar labour. 
IS Bui bolh included and 11.cluded sections, those with lllpmded and lbose with m.inimal consumption are. slill proletarian. Why 'I Because the 
prolerariat"s poverty C11111ot be allevi11ed by access to luxury goods. To be a pnik:wian is IO be impoverished in 1he sense of ha.vine no lbility to 
control one's life except in the choice of which way 10 submit 10capital. tbealien forc:e. th11 cormols lhe means of production and subsislenoe. The 
difference between the sirata is then, that while the poverty of the included SICIOr is maierially enriched, the poverty of the 11.cluded bu been 
intensified by the1� removal from ac:ccss to social wealth. 



This suategy of capital's carries risks, for while the included sector is generally kept in line by the brute force of 
economic relations, redoubled by the fear of falling into the excluded sector, the excluded themselves, for whom the 
American dream has been revealed as a nightmare, must be kept down by sheer police repression. In lhis repression, 
the war on drugs has acted as a cover for measures that increasingly contradict the 'civil rights' which bourgeois 
society, especially in America, has prided itself on bringing into the world. 

Part of the U.S. capital's response to the Wans and other 'sixties rebellions was to give ground. To a large section of 
the working class revolting because its needs were not being met, capital responded wilh money - the fonn of 
mediation par excellence - trying to meet some of that pressure within the limils of capitalist conttot.16 This was not 
maintained into the 'eighties. For example, federal aid to cities fell from $47.2 billion in 1980 to $21.7 billion in 
1992. The pattern is that of the global response to the proletarian offensives of lhe 'sixties and 'seventies: first give 
way - allowing wage increases, increasing welfare spending (i.e. meeting lhe social needs of lhe proletariat) - then, 
when capital has consolidated its forces, lhe second pan - restructure accumulation on a different basis - destructure 
knots of working class miliLancy, create unemploymenl. 

In America, this strategy was on the surface more successful than in Europe. The American bourgeoisie had managed 
to halt the general rise in wages by selectively allowing some secton of the working class to maintain or increase 
their living sa.andards while others had theirs massively reduced. One sector in particular has felt the brunl of lhis 
strategy: the residents of the inner city who are largely black and Hispanic. The average yearly income of black high 
school graduates fell by 44% between 1973 and 1990, there have been severe cutbacks in social programmes and 
massive disinvestment With the uprising, the American working class has shown that capital's success in isolating 
and screwing this section has been temporary. 

The re-emergence of an active proletarian subject shows the importance, when considering the strategic of capital, of 
not forgetting that its restructuring is a response to working class power. The working class is not just an object 
within capital's process. h is a subject (or plurality of subjects), and. at the level of political class composition 
reached by the proletariat in the 'sixties, it undennined the process. capital's restructuring was an anack on this class 
composition, an attempl to transfonn the subject back into an object, into Iabour-power.17 

Capitalist restructuring tried to introduce fragmentation and hierarchy into a class subject which was tending towards 
unity (a unity that respected multilaterality). It moved production to other pans of lhe world (only as in Korea to 
expon class struggle as well); it tried to break the strength of the 'mass worker' by breaking up the labour force within 
factories into teams and by spreading the factory to lots of small enterprises; it has also turned many wage-labourers 
into self-employed to make people internalise capital's dictates. In America, the fragmentation also occurred along 
the lines of ethnicity. Black blue-collar workers have been a driving force in working class militancy as recorded by 
C.L.R. James and others. For a large number of blacks and others. lhe new plan involved lheir relegation to Third 
World poveny levcls.18 But as Negri pulS it, "marginalisation is as far as capital can go in excluding people from the 
circuits of production - expulsion is impossible. Isolation within the circuit of production · this is the most that 
capital's action of restructuration can hope to achieve." 19 When recognising the power of capital's restructuring it is 
necessary to affirm the fundamental place of working class struggles as the motor force of capiral's development 
Capital auacks a cenain level of political class composition and a new level is recomposed; but this is not the 
creation of the perfect, pliable working class - it is only ever a provisional recomposition of lhe class on the basis of 
its previously attained level. 

Capitalist restructuring has taken the fonn in Los Angeles of its insertion into the Pacific Rim pole of accumulation. 
Metal banging and transpon industry jobs, which blacks only started moving into in the tail end of the boom in late 
'sixties and the early 'seventies, have left the city, while about one million Latino immigrants have arrived, taking 

16 11 is imponant nol IO see such conce5sions from capil&l as !he buyin1 offof diKODlmt'. Much of the money that flooded into the irmercities 
followingthe sixtiesuprisings wasusedtofimdradical initiativcs. 

17 ·Thus at the level of m11erial production, Or the life process in the realm of the soc.iii - for that is what the process of production is - we find !he 
same situa1ion thal we fmd in religion al the ideological level, namely the inversion of subject into object and vice versa· Karl Man: Results oftbc 
Immediate Pioeess of Production in Pelican Capiial volume one p. 990 
I g Of aiursc the feature of deprivation within American capitalism is not new 111d neither is its falling disproportionally on blldi:s. Evm 11 lhe hcigb1 
of the pos1-was boom many did no1 share in lhe 'American dteam' but whemu when they revolted 1hen, capi!al could rcspmd by trying 10 pc diem 
money and jobs, 11 this period of cap.ilalin crisis ii will not be able to llllSWU lbeir demands in such a fllhion. 

!9 �egri 'Archeology and Project: The Mass Worker and the Socili Worker' in Revolution Retrieved p. 215 



jobs in low-wage manufacmring and labour-intensive services. The effect on the Los Angeles black community has 
not been homogeneous: while a sizeable section has auained guaranteed status through white-collar jobs in the public 
sector, the majority who were employed in the private sector in ttadittpnal working class jobs have become 
unemployed. It is working class youth who have fared worse, with unemploymenwates of 45% in South Central. 

But the recomposition of the L.A. working class has not been entirely a victory of capitalist resuuc1uring. Capital 
would like this section of society to work. It would like its progressive undermining of the welfare system to make 
the 'underclass' go and search for jobs, any jobs anywhere. Instead, many residents survive by 'Aid to Families With 
Dependent Children', forcing the cost of reproducing labour power20 on to lhe state, which is particularly irksome 
when the labour power produced is so unruly. The present consensus among .. bourgeois commenlators is that the 
problem is the 'decline of the family and its values.' Capital's imperative is to re-impose its model of the family as a 
model of work discipline and fonn of reproduction (make the proles take on the cos1 of reproduction lhemselves).21 

4 A Note on Architecture and the Postmodernists 

Los Angeles as we know is the 'city of the fumre'. In the 'lhirties the progressive vision of business interests prevailed 
and the L.A. streetcars - one of the best public tran� sysrems in America - were ripped up; freeways followed. 11 
was in Los Angeles that Adorno & Horkheimer first painted their melancholy picture of consciousness subsumed by 
capitalism and where Marcuse later pronounced man 'One Dimensional'. More recently, Los Angeles has been the 
inspiration for fashionable post-theory. Baudrillard, Denida and other posunodemist posl-structuralist scum have aH 
visited and performed in the city. Baudrillard even found here 'utopia achieved'.22 

The 'posunodem' celebrators of capitalism love the architecture of Los Angeles, its endless freeways and the 
redeveloped downtown. They write eulogies to lhe sublime space within the S200 a night Bonaventura hotel, but miss 
the destruction of public space outside. The postmodemists, though happy to extend a tenn from architecture to the 
whole of society, and even the epoch, are reluctant to extend their analysis of the architecWre just an inch beneath the 
surface. The 'postmodern' buildings of Los Angeles have been built with an influx of mainly Japanese capilal into the 
city. Downtown L.A. is now second only to Tokyo as a fmancial centre for the Pacific Rim. Bui the redevelopment 
has been at the expense of the residents of the inner city. Tom Bradley, an ex-cop and Mayor since 1975, has been a 
perfect black figurehead for capilal's restructuring of L.A.. He has supported the massive redevelopment of 
downtown L.A., which has been exclusively for the benefil of business. In 1987, at the request of the Central City 
East Association of Businesses he ordered the desuuction of the makeshift pavemenl camps of the homeless; there 
arc an estimated 50,000 homeless in L.A., 10, 000 of them children. Elsewhere ciiy planning has involved the 
destruction of people's homes and of working class work opponunities to make way for business development 
funded by Pacific Rim capital - a siege by international capital of working class Los Angeles. 

20 Considering th11 we like to thcoriD: welfare spending aa a f1lllction of .olking class sumalh it should be addn:ucd why there is an ambi&uO\lS 
attitude if not antipalby 10 welfare amcmg mm.y of Soulb. Ceotral's re1iden11. This mnbivalc:ni:e can be baCed to the fact lha1, although the state is 
unable to compltlly retake the ground won by lhe proletari11 in terms of social spendin&, ii has btm. able to reorganise lhat welfare in capital's intc
�c 
21 Capital's reasoning was shown in a stark form in a  NeWliweek article that came out afctrthc uprising on Mii)' 18th. In lhearticle entitled ftYes, 
Somedling Will Work: Work" Mickey Kaus argues the problem of the 'und£rclass' is that upward mobility has taken the 'good workers' away so that 
the ren are '"now isolated and freed from the resuaints lhe blad: middle-c::lass had imposed. Wilbour.jobs and role models, lhosc left in the sJaeaos 
drifted oUI of the labor market. ft But this argues the bomgeois is only possible because welfare -enabled lhe underclass to fonn. Witham. welfare, 
those. lefl behind in the ghello would have had to move to where. the jobs ui=. Wilhow. welfare, ii would have been bard for single mOlhcn to survive 
wilhout fanning working families.'" So the obvious answer is the rq>laamea1 of welfare with the offer oflow payina aovemmentjolx: "Sinale 
mothers (and anyone else) who needed money would not be given a check. They would be given the location of a pemment job site. If they 
showed up and worked they'd be paid for their work. M The resul1: "True naaual[IJ iacealives to fonn two-parmt families would reassert·lbemselvcs. 
Bui even children of single mothers would arow up in home11 s11umred by the rbylbms and discipline ofwodt: 
22 Baudrillan:l America p. 75 
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But the posunodemists did not even have to look at this 
behind-the-scenes movement, for the violent nature of 
the development is apparent from a look at the 
constructions themselves. The architecture of Los 
Angeles is characterised by militarisation. City 
planning in Los Angeles is essentially a mauer for the 
police. An overwhelming feature of the L.A. 
environment is lhe presence of securily barriers, 
surveillance technology - the policing of space. 
Buildings in public use like the inner ci1y malls and a 
public library arc built like fortresses, surrounded by 
giant security walls and dotted with surveillance 
cameras. DIRTY II.HUI rs l/Bll.HIY 

GoodM)·n / 1bra�r. Ho/�1 Mo<Jd 

In Los Angeles, "on the bad edge of postmodemity, one observes an unprecedented tendency to merge urban design, 

architecture and the police apparatus in a single comprehensive security effort. n23 Just as Haussman redesigned Paris 
after the revolutions of 1 848, building boulevards to give clear lines of fire, L.A. architects and city planners have 
remade L.A. since the Watts rebellion. Public space is closed, lhe auempt is made to kill the street as a means of 
killing the crowd. Such a strategy is not unique to Los Angeles but here it has reached absurd levels: the police arc so 

desperate to 'kill the crowd' that they have taken the unprecedented step of killing the toilet. 24 Around office 
developments 'public' art buildings and landscaped garden 'microparlcs' are designed into !he parking structures to 
allow office workers to move from car to office or shop without being exposed to the dangers of the stteet The 
public spaces that remain are militarised, from 'bumproof bus shelter benches to automatic sprinklers in the parks to 
stop people sleeping there. White middle class areas are surrounded by walls and private security. During the riots, 
the residents of these enclaves either fled or armed themselves and nervously waited. 

We see, then, that in the States, but especially in L.A., architecture is nol merely a question of aesthetics, it is used 
along with the police to separate the included and the excluded sections of capitalist society. But this phenomenon is 
by no means unique to America. Across the advanced capitalisr countties we see attempts to redevelop away urban 
areas that have been sites of contesration. In Paris, for example, we have seen, under the flag of 'culture', the 

Pompidou centre built on a old working class area, as a celebration of the defeat of the '68 movement. 25 Here in 
Britain the whole of Docklands was taken over by a private development corporation to redevelop the area - for a 
while yuppie flats sprang up at ridiculous prices and the long-standing residents felt besieged in their esrates by 
armies of private security guards. Still, we saw how that ended .. .  Now in Gennany, the urban areas previously margi
nalised by the Wall, such as Kreuzberg and the Potzdamer Platz, have become battlegrounds over who's needs the 
new Berlin will satisfy. 

Of course, such observations and criticisms of the 'bad edge of posnnodemity', if they fail to see the anragonism to 
the process and allowed themselves to be captivated by capital's dialectic, by its creation of our dystopia, could fall 
into mirroring the postmodcrnists' celebration of it There is no need for pessimism - what the rebellion showed was 
that capital has not killed the crowd. Space is still contested. Just as Haussman's plans did not stop the Paris 
Commune, L.A. redevelopment did not stop the 1992 rebellion. 

23 M. Davis 1990,City of Quanz p. 224 
24 Xolicing a conclation between p.ib\ic Loi!elS, crowds and crime, the LAPD has stopped toi)eu being built and closed ones lhat already existed. 
L.A. now has lhc lowest ratio of p.iblic toilets to people of any Weaem city. 
25 The pa�tmodcmini and pon.nrucruralisn like 10 piesen1 themselves as heirs oflhe movement of '68. ln reality, to the ex1ent they do relate to ilS 
ideas, lhey arc vulwres reeding on lhe leltovcn or iu radical theory and rac:urgilating it in fonns that pose no lhreat to eapital's survival. They are lhe 
heirs or iu defeai. 
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S Gangs 

"In June 1 988  the police easily won Police Commission approval for the 
issuing of flesh-ripping hollow-point ammunition: precisely the same 
'dum-dum' bullets banned in warfare by the Geneva Conventions." Mike 
Davis ( 1990) Cil)I of Quam p290 

We cannot deny the role gangs played in the uprising.26 The systematic nature of the rioting is directly linked to 
their participation and most imponantly to the auce on internal fighting they called before the uprising. Gang 

members often took the lead which the rest of the proletariat followed. 27 The militancy of the gangs - their hatred of 
the police - flows from the unprecedented repression the youth of South Central have experienced: a level of swe 
repression on a par with lhat dished out to rebellious natives by colonial forces such as that suffered by Palestinians 
in the Occupied Territories. Under the guise of gang-busting and dealing with the 'crack menace\ the LAPD have 
launched massive 'swamp' operations; they have formed files on much or the youth of South Central and murdered 
lots of proletarians. 

As Mike Davis put it in 1 988, "the contemporary Gang scare has become an imaginary class relationship, a terrain of 

pseudo-knowledge and fantasy projection, a talisman."28 The 'gang lhreat' has been used as an excuse to criminalise 

the youth of South Central L.A.29 We should not deny the existence of the problems of crack use and inter-gang 
violence, but we need to see lhat, what has actually been a massive case of working class on working class violence, 
a SOIT)' example of internalised aggression resulting from a position of frusb"ated needs, has been interpreted as a 
'lawless threat' to justify more of lhe repression and oppression that created the situation in the first place. To 
understand recent gang warfare and the role of gangs in the rebellion we must look at the history of the gang 
phenomenon. 

In Los Angeles, black sb"eel gangs emerged in the late 1940s primarily as a response to white racist attacks in schools 
and on the sll'eets. When Nation of Islam and other black nationalist groups fonned in the late 'fifties, Chief Parker of 
the LAPD conflated the two phenomena as a combined black menace. It was a self-fulfilling prophecy, for the repres
sion launched against the gangs and black militants had the effect of radicalising the gangs. This politicisation 
reached a peak in the Watts rebellion, when, as in '92, gang members made a truce and were insttumenral in the 
black working class success in holding off the police for four days. 1be vuce fonned in the heat of the rebellion 
lasted for most of the rest of the 'sixties. Many gang members joined lhe Black Panther Party or formed other radical 
political groupings. There was a general feeling that the gangs had 'joined the Revolution'. 

The repression of the movement involved the FBI's COINTEI.PRQ30 programme and the LAPD's own red squad. 
The Panthers were shot on the streets and on the campuses both directly by the police and by their agents, their 

26 And this role is certainly not being ignored by the repression. Under lhc dim:tion of lhe FBI tbe forces of tbE: American natc have combined to 1e1 
revcn1c on !hose responsible, i.e. the prolcwiat. 'A special ·we Tipp· hotline invites people to inform oa neighbours or acquaimances suspected of 
looting. Elite LA.P.D. Metro Squad wt.its, supported by the Sational Guard, sweep lhrough lbe tenemenL5 in search of stolen goods, while Border 
Patrolmen rrom as rar away as Te1as prowl the sueeu.' ( Mike Davis June ht Nation article). The lmDUpatioo Service is used to summarily di:pon 
"'illegals- who panicipatcd in the uprising. The idea behind the sweeping openu.ions is to terrorise lhe Mlole population or Sou&h Central for its 
panicipalion in the rebellion. But they also want to get the group& who took a lead; as the FBI oflica iD charge said on television, they know who 
was responsible for most of the auaclr.s on property: the stn::et gangs, md it is this sectioa lhat they aft uying ID taraet. 
27 The prigs we� cenainly equipped to aid lhc uprisiq. Popular gang dcmonolol)' would have every pn1 member totina an Uzi in erich hand. 
Now, although Ibis is cenainly an eitageration and is used by the LAPD to justify their possession and use of lhe most sophisticated weaponry and 

other equipment available ID any police fo� anywhem (L.A. is, foreumple, subjeaed to mo� inte:nsive and sophisticated helicopteJ surveillance 
lhan Belfast!), nonelhdess the gangs are one of the most heavily anned seclioas of me Americm pn>letariaL h is lhus interatinJ to note dw, despire 
lhe gangs' annoury which was augmented by !heir systematic appropriallon of p sbops lhey held b.ck. fRllD killing the police. As the lntcnwional 
Herald Tribune (12/4'92) notes, "police killed nine riorers butrioten killed no poliotmm: A tactical decision pedlaps ? Nentime. .. 
28 1n  'Civil Libenies: Between the Hanuner and the Rock', New Lefl Review 170, p39 
29 The war on the gangs is another inSWlce of lhe crossin1 over of 'race' and clau. Ahhoa&b the san1 scue and lbe repression it justifies can be seen 
largely as the repression of South Cenml's youth prolcwiat. in the L.A. COldeU ir: nmnl1y takes m:i.st !orm as when the police anti-gq opention1 
tend to criminalise black youlh im:spective of their class position. 

:30 The Counter Intelligence Program, a massive FBI operation apiDst domeslic diversion ming all tbe wartime techniques of counw-espioaaae • 
infillnll.ion,dis� manipulation. 
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headquaners in L.A. we"' besieged by LAPD SWAT reams, and dissension was sown in their ranks. Although the 
Panthers' politics were flawed, they were an organic expression of the black proletariat's experience of American 
capitalism. The systematic nature of their repression shows just how dangerous dley were perceivt.d to be. 

As even the L.A. times admitted3 l . the recrudescence 
of gangs in L.A. in the early 'seventies was a direct 
consequence of the decimation of the more political 
expressions of black frustration. A new aspect of this 
phenomena was che prodigious spread of Crip � 
which caused the other gangs to federate as the Bloods. 
As Davis pUls it, "this was not merely a gang 
revival, but a radical permutation of black gang cultwe. 
The Crips, however perversely, inherited the Panther 
aura of fearlessness and transmitted the ideology of 
armed vanguardism (shorn of its program). But too 
often Crippin' came to represent an escalation of intra
ghetto violence to Clockwork Orange levels (murder as 
a status symbol, and so on) ... [the Crips] achieved a 
'managerial revolution' in gang organisation. If they 
began as a teenage substinue for the fallen Panthers, 
they evolved through the 1970s into a hybrid of leell 
cult and proto-mafia". 32 

GA.NG TEMJTORJES - 1 971 

That gangs, even in their murderous mutation as 'proto-mafia' Crips and Bloods, have been an expression of the need 
for political organisation is indicated in a few inslances where they have made political inrerventions. In two major 
situations, the Monravia riots in 1972 and the L.A. schools busing crisis of 1977-79, lite Crips intervened in suppart 
of the black community. These gangs, as an expression of the prolewiat, are not in the grips of a false conscioumess 
that makes them think all Lhere is to life is gold chains and violence. Whenever they have been given a chance to 
speak, for insW1ce in December 1 972 at the beginning of the uansfonnation of the gangs into the ultra-violent Crips 
and Bloods, lhcy have come out wilh clear political demands. 33 Every lilne they have been given a chance to express 
themselves, similar demands have been voiced. The LAPD does all in its power lO SlOp the gangs being given a voice 
so ac; to maintain its war against them. 

Still, if the gangs wanted to appeal to people's sympathies, they have done themselves no favours by dealing in crack. 
However, if we look closely at this we find that the mass move into this trade is pushed on them by capiral. Young 
blacks moved into the alternative economy of drugs when traditional occupations were destroyed. We are dealing 
with material pressures. 

For a member of South Central's youth proletariat, the only rational economic choice is to sell drugs. While the 
internationalization of the Los Angeles economy has meant a loss for working class blacks, what the Crips and 
Bloods have managed to do is insen themselves back into the circuit of international trade. While the international 
trade in legal commodities decided that the Los Angeles blacks weI<O expendable another branch found them 
eminently useful. Southern California has taken over from Florida as the main route of entry of cocaine into the 
United States. When in the early 'eighties the cocaine business found the market for ilS product saturated, ilS price 
falling and profits threatened, it, like any other multinational, diversified and developed new products, the chief one 
being crack - 'the poor man's cocaine'. Young proletarians panicipate in this business because it is the work on offer. 
It is not them but capital that reduces life to survival/work. We can see, then, that selling crack is in a sense just 
another undesirable activity like making weapons or cigarettes that proletarians are forced to engage in.34 But there 
is a significant difference. Within most occupations proletarians can organise directly within and against capital; bul 

3 1  Los Angeles Times 23rd July 1972 quoled by Davis City of Qllartz p. 298 
32 Mike Davis 1990. City ofQuartzp. 299-300 
33 "The Hwnan Rel11ions C.onfen:nce, against the advice of Ibo polieio, llVe a placfonn to siny black png leaden to pmsmt lheir grievmces. To the 
uionishment of the officials present, the 'mad dogs' oudined an eloquent and coherent set of demands:jobs. housing, beaer schools, leCJellion facili
ties and community control of local inslilUtions· Davis 1990 City of Quartz p. 300 
34 or course, for the black youth of L.A., uplikc for the CJ.A., drug dealint; bears addilional business costs • the risk of being killed by the police or 
by oompctinJ OUlfiis. 
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the drug dealing gangs do not confront capital as labour. Gangs do not cortfront the capital of the enterprise, they 
confront the repressive arm of capital-in-genera1: the State. In fact, to the extent biat the gangs engage in the cocaine 
trade and fit firmly into the circuit of international capital, they are the capitalist enterprise. This is a problem. The 
drive-by shootings and lethal turf wars of the black gangs is the proletariat killing ilSelf for capital. 

It is necessary to sec, then, that the murderous gangbanging3S phenomenon which is presently halted has not been, as 
the bourgeois press would have it, the result of the break.down of 'family values' and the loss of the restraining 
influence or the middle class as they left for the suburbs; rather it resulted rrom:  1) the economics of capiialist 
restructuring (the replacing of traditional industries with drugs) and 2) the active destruction of political forms of 
selr-organisation by state repression. The solution to the problem of the murderous crack wars is the rediscovery of 
political self-activity of the sort shown in the rebellion. The solution to inter-proletarian violence is prolerarian 
violence. 

The irrepressible nature of the gang-phenomenon shows the pressing need for organisation on the pan of the youth 
proletariat of L.A. For a while in the 'sixties it took a self-consciously political fonn. When this manifestly political 
form of organisation was repressed, the gangs came back with a vengeance, showing that they express a real and 
pressing need. What we have seen in and since the uprising is a new politicisation of gang culture: a return of the 
repressed. 

8 Political Ideas of Gangs 

Since lhe rebellion, some attention has been given to the political ideas and proposals of the gangs (or, more 
precisely, the gang leadership). The proposals are mixed. Some are unobjectionable, like that for gang members wilh 
video cameras to follow lhe police to prevent brutality and for money for locally community conuolled rebuilding of 
the neighbourhood: but others, like replacing welfare with workfare, and for close cooperation between the gangs and 
corporations, arc more dubious. The political ideas from which these proposals spring seem largely to be limited to 
black naLionalism. So how should we understand these proposals and this ideology? 

The attempt by the gang leadership to interpose themselves as mediators of the ghetto has similarities to die role of 
unions and we should perhaps apply to them a similar critique to that which we apply to unions. It is necessary: l ) to 
recognise a difference between lhe leaders and the ordinary members 2) to recognise the role of the leadership as 
recuperating and channeHing the demands of the rank and file. 

Some of the gang leaders' conceptions are, quite apart from being reactionary, manifestly unrealistic. In the context 
of capitalist restructuring, the inner cily ghetto and ils 'underclass' is surplus to requirements - it has been written off -
it has no place in capitalist strategy, except perhaps as a terror to encourage the others. It is extremely unlikely that 
there will be a renegotiation of the social contract to bring these subjects back into the main rhythm of capitalist 
development. This was to an extent possible in the 'sixties and 'seventies, but no longer. 

Understandably, in lhe light of the main options available, there is a desire in the inhabitants of L.A. for secure 
unionized employment.36 But capital has moved many industries away and they will not come back. Many of the 
people in lhese areas recognise the change and want jobs in computers and other areas of the new industries. But, 
although individual people from the ghetto may manage to get a job in these sectors (probably only by moving), for 
lhe vast majority this will remain a dream. Within capital's resttucturing, these jobs are available to a certain section 
of the working class, and, while a few from the ghetto might insert themselves into that section, the atuactive 
security of that section is founded on an overall recomposition of the proletariat that necessarily posits the existence 
of the marginalised 'underclass'. 

But, leaving aside the change in the conditions which makes large scale invesunent in the inner cities very unlikely, 
what do the gang leaders proposals amount to ? Faced with the re-allocation of South Cenll'al residents as 
unguarantced excluded objects within capital's plan of development, the gang leaders present themselves as 
negotiators of a new deal: they seek to present the rebellion as a S 1 billion warning to American capital/state that it 
must bring these subjects into the fold with the gang leaders as mediators. They are saying that they" accept the 

35 This mm refers to inter-gan1 blood-letling. 

36 "The scale of pent-up tlemand for deccru manual employment was also vividly dcmon1tmcd a few years aao when fifty thousand black and 
Chicano youth Jin.:d up for miles to apply for a few openings on the unionized long5hore in San Pedro.'" Mike Davis Ciiy of Quanz 1990. p. 306 
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reduction of life to Work-Wage-Consumption, but thar. there is not enough work (!) i.e. they want the prolerariat's 
refusal of mediation - its direct meeting of its needs - to force capital to re-insen them into the normal capitalist 
mediation of needs through work and the wage. The gangs, wilh their labour-intensive drug industry, have been 
operating a crypto-.Keynesian employment programme; oow in their plans for urban renewal the gang leadership 
want fully-fledged Keynesianism, with them instead of the wli.ons as the brokers of labour-power. But, even apart 
from the fact that capital will 001 be able to deliver what the gang leaders seek, the rebellion has shown the whole 
American proletariar. a different way of realising its needs; by collective direct action they can take back what's 
theirs. 

These demands show the similarity of gang and wli.on leadership: how they both act 10 limit the aspinuions of their 
members to what can be met within the capitalist Older. Bui for all the negative aspects 10 the union/gang 
organisation, we must recognise thar. they do originate from real needs of the proletariat: the ne.ccls for solidarity, 
collective defence and a sense of belongingness felt by the aromised proletarian subject Moreover the gangs are 
closer to this point of origin than the scelorised unions of advanced capitalist countries. The gang is not the fonn of 
organisation for blacks or other groups, but it is a form of organisation that exists, that has shown itself prepared to 
engage in class suuggle and lhat has had in the past and now it seems again to have the potential for radicalising 
itself into a real threat to capital. 

Black Nationalism 
The limitations of the practical proposals of the gang leaders are partly a result of their conflict of interest with the 
ordinary members but also a function of the limits of their ideology. The gangs' political ideas are uapped within the 

limits of black nationalism. 37 But how should we view this when their practice is so obviously beyond lheir theOJy ? 
After all, as someone once observed, one doesn't judge the proletariat by what Ibis or that proletarian thinks but by 
what it is necessary impelled to do by its historical situation. The gangs took seriously Public Enemy's Farrakhan
influenced stance on non-black businesses and 'shut em down'. Although Farrakhan does not preach violence as a 
political means many in the black gangs agree with his goal of black economic self-detennination and saw the 
violence as a means towards that goal. In reality this goal of a 'black capitalism' is wrong but the mtans they chose 
were right. The tendency of separation and antagonism shown by the rebellion is absolutely correct but it needs 10 be 
an antagonism and separation from capital rather than from non-black society.It is necessary that as the marginalised 
sector rediscovers the organisation and political ideas that were repressed in the 'sixties and 'seventies that it goes 
beyond those positions. 

But, just as blacks were not the only or even the majority of rioters, the Crips and Bloods are not the only gangs. 
Chinese, Filopinos, Vietnamese, Salvadoreans and most other Latin American immigrants have all evolved the gang 
as an organisational form for youth. Now just as these gangs are far less involved in the international side of the drug 
business - selling indigenous drugs such as marijuana, PCP and speed at much smaller profit - they also do not have 
the nationalist leanings of the black gangs. Before the rebellion, a level of communication was reached between 
black and Latino youth lhrough the shared culture of rap music and the experience it expresses. The tentative alliance 
between blacks and Latinos that emerged during the uprising shows a way forward. Los Angeles and America 
generally does need a rainbow coalition, but not one putting faith in Jesse Jackson; rather, one from below focussing 
on people's needs and rejecting the mediation of the existing political system. For the blacks, a leap is required. but it 
will not happen through some 'battle of ideas' with the black nationalists carried out in the abstract. but only in 
connection with practice; only by and through sttuggle will the blacks of L.A. and the rest of the American 
prolewiat develop a need for communism to which the direct appropriation of goods showed the way. 

37 Jn fact. within lbe pngs alongside the high level of class har:red lbBIB is in ameral such • low lcval of lheol9lical awan:neu that it i1 aaaally Iha 
politic:ally adYanced who adhere to lhU ideology. 
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"In one crowded apartment building 75% of the tenants were found to 
possess looted goods and were swapping good� among themselves." LAPD 
Lieutenant Rick Monon International Herald Tribune 
Slit Mav 1992. 

We might say the proletariat only sets itself the problems it can solve. Only by and through a new round of struggles 
such as began in L.A. will there be the opening for the American working class to find the ideas and organisational 
fonns that it needs. 

9 Conclusion 

The rebellion in Los Angeles marked a leap forward in the global class struggle. In direct appropriation and an 
offensive against the sites of capitalist exploi1ation, the whole of lhe population of South Centtal felt its power. There 
is a need to go on. The struggle has politicised the population. The truce is fundamental - the proletariat has to stop 
killing itself. The LAPD is worried and are swely now considering the son of measures they used to break the gang 
unity that followed the Wans rebellion. The police are scared by the truce and by the wave of politicisation which 
may follow it. That politicisation will have to go beyond black nationalism and the incorporative leanings of the gang 
leadership - another leap is required. In the multi-ethnic nature of the uprising and the solidarity actions across the 
country, we saw signs that the proletariat can take this leap. 

For years, American rulers could let the ghetto kill itself. In May '92 its guns were turned on the oppressor. A new 
wave of struggle has begun. 
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EMU s in the class war 

Despite th e  riots, the town hall sieges and the above all the millions who defied the law through non-payment, it was 
nol the poll tax revolt that finally put paid to Thatcher; it was the issue of Europe. That the anti-poll tax movement 
was robbed of its ultimate coup de grace was perhaps indicative of the success of the Tories, even before the onset of 
the Gulf War, in making lhcir tactical rclreat from the poll tax, and perhaps demonstrates more than anything else 
the ultimate limitations of the anti-poll tax campaign. 

Of course the spectacle of the 'palace coup' of November 1990, in which lhe pro-European wing of the Tory Party 
deposed ThaLCher and swept aside her petty nationalism, was not a means to simply deny the class victory of the anti
poll tax movement - a victOJ')' that had come after so many defeats through out the 1980s and one which threatened to 
dispel myth of the futility of class snuggle, although it did have this effect; but was lhe reflection of an important 
struggle within the British bourgeoisie. Indeed, it was only over Thatcher's dead body that British state could make 
its commitment to European union at MAASTRICHT a year later. 

Of course the whole issue of Europe for most people in Britain seems to be both irrelevant and incomprehensible; one 
big yawn, in fact. Who can make sense of the interminable list of E-words; ERM, ECU, EMU, EPU etc? Who can 
understand the 'historic implications' of this and that treaty couched as they are in Euro-speak? Even for 
revolutionaries the issue of Ew-ope is often regarded as little more than a squabble amongst the ruling class. But the 
whole question of European unity raised by the MAASTRICHT Treaty is pan of the question of how the bourgeoisie 
is to organise itself against us in the New World Order which has arisen since the coJlapse of the state capitalism of 
the Soviet Union and the EasterT\fBloc. Indeed, as we shall see, however indirectly, the potential class confrontation 
of the poll cax issue and the question 1$rope are linked as pan of the same problem; the problem of class rule! 
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Tbo Breaking of the Dam 

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1988 signalled the end of the post-war era. All the old certainties of Ille previous fony 
years lhat had been cemented by the 'mutually assured desttuction' of the confrou&ation between tbe old two super
powers have been swept away. Yet perhaps rather ironically, the very victory of the USA over its old rival has served 
to raise the very question of America's continued hegemony. In the old order, the tlueat of 'communism' had served 
as an overriding unifying force that consolidated the Western bloc under the leadership of the USA. Now that this 
threat has been vanquished, the centrifugal forces that have been building over the last 20 years as a consequence of 
the relative decline in the USA's economic hegemony are no longer held in check. 

Willi Ille acceleration of Ille process of European unity and following Ille success of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement, even the most superficial of bourgeois commentators now recognises the rapidly accelerating process 
which is leading towards the break up of the world into three dominant and fiercely competitive economic blocs: the 
Pacific region led by Japan, the America's led by the USA, and Europe. It is this process towards a new tti-polarism, 
that has been unleashed hy Ille collapse of the old bi-polar world, which is Ille basis for the development of the new 
world order of global capitalism. Yet the precise nature of this new ttipolar world is far from cenain. The relations 
of the various bourgeois factions both between and within these emerging blocs and their relative strengths with 
regard to each other and the proletariat are far from settled and indeed this is nowhere more so than in Europe. 

Over the past fony years Europe, the vecy pivot of Eat-West confrontation, has been a bastion of stability in an 
uncertain and war ravaged world. Yet with the fall the Berlin Wall this has all changed. Both in F.astem and 
Western Europe we are seeing dramatic political and economic transfonnations as the European bourgeoisie realigns 
itself in the context of the emerging new world order. 

We have all seen the dramatic collapse of the Eastern Bloc in Eastern Europe over the past four years, followed last 
year by the complete disintegration of the Soviet Union itself (and now even Russia is plagued by the threat of further 
disintegration into its constituent regions). We have seen the ruling classes of Eastern Europe, as they transform 
themselves from their old bureaucratic forms into fully fledged bolD'geoisie. introduce drastic economic and political 
refonns in an attempt to sweep away the decrepit command suuctu:res of state capitalism. And we have seen lhem 
prostrate themselves before the envoys or international capitalism from the West and swallow whole the idiotic 
doctrines or the Western economic advisers as they seek to scramble aboard the New Ewope. As the ruling classes 
of Eastern Europe no doubt know, eithe< llley open themselves up to Ille exploiration of Western capital and therehy 
hope to become a small centre or capital accumulation, or else they will be plunged into the nelher regions of a newly 
emerging Third World of Europe. 

Whereas Ille tectonic shifts of Ille New World Order are tearing Eastern Europe apan, in Western Europe they have 
hastened an obverse process of unification. Few but the most Euro-fanalics in 1988 would have believed that in less 
than four years time the Govenunents of the EEC would have commined themselves to abandoning their 'economic 
sovereignty' by accepting a single currency and a European Bank by the eod of the century, with all the implications 
such a decision has for eventual political union in some form of United States of Europe. Yet it was such a 
momentous commitment that was made at MAASTRICHT last December. 

Whether such a commiunent will be realised is still an open question - particularly in the wake of Denmark's 
rejection of the original MAASTRICHT Treaty in ilS recent referendum. But to fully understand the imponance of 
this commiunent and the implications it bas for the class struggle we must fim look. at the how it arose out of the 
decline and fall of Ille Old World Order of Ille post-war era and its effects on the political contoun of Western 
Europe. 
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liA The Rjy Hd FM!! fil tbc Old Wgrlc! Order iiA � � 
The Rise 

It is perhaps no surprise that Europe should be at the centre of the goo-political changes brought about by the decline 
of the post�war era since iL was lhrough the stabilisation and division of Europe at the end of the Second World War 
that the world order of the past forty years was consarucled. But to undersland this pivotal position in lhe old world 
order and ilS position in the new we must recall Europe's special position in the history of capilalism. 

It must be remembered that it was in Europe that capilalism first emerged and matwed and it was in Europe that the 
indusbial proletariat first emerged and became organised as an antagonistic force opposed to the domination of 
capital. It was lhe confrontation between the growing power of the organised working class and capital's ceaseless 
efforts to fully dominate and subsume the labour process that led to both the emergence of gionopoly capilalism and 
the sttife that tore Europe apart in the first half of this century. War, aborted revolutions, mass unemployment.. 
fascism and yet more war plagued Europe for more lhan thirty long years. It was as a result of this twnultuous period 
that social democracy finally triumphed, establishing a truce in the class war that was to assure relative social peace 
in Europe for several decades and laid the basis for the post-war boom - in Western Europe at least. 

The post-war settlements were made possible in Europe, as elsewhere in the industrial world of the Western Bloc, by 
a radical change in the mode of capital accumulation; from that of monopoly capitalism, that had been predominant 
since the late nineteenth century, to that of Fordism, which had first emerged in the USA during the 1920's and 30's 
and which became implanted in Europe following the Second World War. What then was the nature of this change 
in the mode of accumulation?38 

In lhe face of the growing power of organised labour in the lale nineteenth century, the tendencies rowards the 
centralisation of capital had become greatly accelerated. In order EO accommodat.e concessions made EO lhe more 
organised sections of the working class the huge monopolies sought to exploit their monopoly positions by restricting 
production thereby raising prices and shifting the buiden of higher wages onro the non-monopoly secron of the 
economy. 

However, high monopoly prices could only be maintained by restricting foreign competition, and the necessary 
resuictions on the level of production served to restrict the outlelS for the funher domestic accumulation of capital in 
the monopolised indusuies. As a consequence the state had to be mobilised on behalf of monopoly capital, firstly to 
restrict foreign competition on the domestic markets, and secondly to defend by force if necessary the opportunities 
for the export of capital to foreign markets. Thus monopoly capitalism could only lead towards state capitalism and 
intense imperialist rivalry and ultimately war, a process ably described and analysed by Bukharin and Lenin at the 
time. 

The fundamental problem of state monopoly capitalism was that it was unable to fully realise the real subsumption of 
the labour process under capital since it was unable to eliminate the power of various skilled craft workers from lhe 
process of production that had developed in the key heavy industries following the industrial revolution (eg coal, 
steel, engineering and the railways). With Fordism, pioneered by the new consumer industries (cars, washing 
machines etc) and made possible by the bitter struggles of the early twentieth century, a new deal was possible. The 
way was opened for the real subsumption of labour to capiral allowing the rapid and 'scientific' ttansfonnation of the 
production process in the pursuit of the production of relative surplus-value. 

38Here we have freely bonowed the notions of'Fordism' and 'mode of accum.ulalioo.' from what bu bccomc known as the Frmch Regulation School 
{scc for cxamplc Aglica.a,M.} .  Such ca1egorics allow us 10 go beyo.ndthc pcriodiSltionof capitalian iDto the threc 1tqeS ofmercan1.ile., Wu.z 
fairt and monoploly capitalism which then aft too easily becomes raluced IO the schema of an objective development of capilalism through its rise in 
the mercantile period, its mar.urii:y in nineteenthth cenmry Eu.rope ll1CI its decline and umsition 10 socialism. wilh monopoly capilalism. However, 
while the categories of the French Regulation School are more open ended, it should be noted lhu they too ara vulnenbl.e 10 a reading th11 denies 
working class subj�ivity and the importance of clus conflicL Indeed, it is from the French Regulation School thar. notions of Post-Fordism. and 
designer socialism have arisen. 
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Capilal's real domination of the labour process enabled a continual rise in the pl'Qlluctivity of labour. In retwn for 
conceding its power over the labour-process, the working class could be virrually guaranteed of rising real wages 
within the limits of the growth in the productivity of labour. These higher wages then served to provide the demand 
for the ever increasing production of commodities by Fordist industry. So, whereas the old mode of accumulation 
had been based on restricting the supply of commodities in order to obtain monopoly prices with which to 
accommodate the demands of skilled and organised sections of the working class, Fordism was based on expanding 
production and paying for higher wages out of increased productivity. It was a mode of accumulation of mass 
production and mass consumption. 

As has been well documented elsewhere,39 Fordism gave rise to a major recomposition of the working class and to 
the emergence of the mass worker. The skilled craft workers of the old industries now gave way to the semi-skilled 
workers of the assembly line. For these mass workers, who had surrendered control over the production process as 
pan of the 'Fordist deal', Ehere was little or no attachment to a particular trade. Work was merely a means to a wage 
and no more, while the wage was the means of the imposition of an indifferent labour. As such Ebe mass worker 
could be seen as the historical realisation of the tendency towards abstract labour. 

The imposition of Ford.ism then served to underpin the social democratic class compromise at the political level. The 
increased production of relative surplus-value allowed the emergence of a relatively generous welfare slate and the 
consequent rapid and unprecedented expansion of public expenditure into areas of health, housing, education and 
social security that provided a subslantial and growing 'social wage' in the post-war era. At the same time, in most 
countries, various degrees of tripartite consultation (government, trade unions and employers) were instiruted and 
developed at varying levels of society for the planning of the economy and for the co-ordination of social policy 
thereby giving labour-power representation within state-capital. 

So while the new Fordist mode of accumulation underpinned the post-war settlement and provided the material and 
economic basis for limited class conciliation, the post-war settlement was consolidated at the level of the nation state. 
To this extent the post-war era of Fordism built upon the tendency towards state capitalism that had begun in the 
previous era of monopoly capitalism. 

Yet the srate not only policed, maintained and organised the new class compromise between the working class and 
the bourgeoisie, it also imposed and maintained and organised lhe new relations with.in the bourgeoisie itself. 

Firstly, the old bastions of the age of monopoly capilalism were nationalised or else heavily regulated not only to 
diffuse the traditional class antagonisms that typified these industries, but also so that Eheir inherent propensity 
towards restrictive monopoly pricing would not hold back the necessary expansionism of the newly emergent Fordist 

indusuies.40 This gave rise to the so called 'mixed economy' of the post-war en. in which an extensive public sector 
of srate capital operated side by side with a more or less equally extensive private sector of capital. Secondly, the 
state sought to integrate and subordinate the money-circuits of capital to the accumulation of national productive 
capital through extensive regulations on financial institutions and the active applicati.oo of Keynesian monerary and 
fiscal policy. 

Capital accumulation in the post-war era therefore be.came consolidated around a nwnber of distinct national 
economies each with its own semi-autonomous cycles of accumulation and each enjoying a limited autonomy with 
regard to its integration of its own working class. Fordism gave rise to the mass worker - the historical realisation of 
the tendency towards abstract labour - but the various post-war settlements fractured the mass worker as abmact 
labour on national lines. Concessions to the working class were made not to the working class as such but to the 
British. French, Italian or Gennan working class - and thereby excluded those regarded as aliens such as immigrants. 
(This national fracturing of abstract labour of course reflected the national fracturing of capital that meant that, 

39see for example Negri 1988, Revol u t i on Retri eved 
40nie obvious eumple of this being the the car industly. The rapid u:puision of the car industry • the Fordist inmstry pu CKC:llmce of lhe 
immedille post-war era - rcquiRd lhe eApmsion of coal, power and neel industries. These heavy incmuies that had been central in the 9ld 
monopoly capitalist mode of accumul1i:ion faced enmnched Uld militmt skilled workforces reluctant 10 accept new Fonlist techniques of production 
yet insistcnl on pushin& for hiah wages to maim lhe swdily rising in wages in lhe new Fordist industries. The only profilable way oat for such 
indusuies was to restrict production and !hereby exploit their monopoly powers 10 the full Yet such m option could only bold back the expansion, 
and undenninethe profltlbiliEy ofFonli11 inlhstries such u Ille car iDdusuy tP. dependcd on lban  forlbeir iapuu. Theonly 111.nverto cnsurelhe 
sue<;ess of 1he new Fordist bued economy wu 10 nationalise such iadustries md msure 1111 adeqlllle supply to die new Fordin indumies tbrouP, 
extcnsiYe SI.ale subsidies. Liiler the swe ownership wu used 10 18lionalise mch indallries md 'mode.mi.se' their Mnkin1 pmctices. 
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despite multi-naLionals and global markets, we still can talk in tenns of the interests of 'British', 'Gennan' and 
'American' capital etc.) 

These distinct national economies were then inserted within the overall accumulation of capital in the Western Bloc 
through the Brcuon Woods system of fixed exchange rates in which each national currency was committed to a 
maintain a fixed parity to the dollar. Through this system of fixed exchange rates and its attendant supra-naaional 
organisations such as the IMF and World Bank each national economy was stticlly subordinaled to the hegemony of 
the USA. 

The empires of the old imperialist powers of Western Europe, which had been so centtal to the previous en. of 
monopoly capicalism, were rapidly broken up through the posl-war process of decolonialisation as the national 
economies of Western Europe became integrated as the secondary pole in the Atlantic axis of accumulation. It was 
this Atlantic axis of Pax Americana which then provided the centtal dynamic for capiral accumulation in the 
Western Bloc throughout the first two decades of the post-war era. While the progressive development of free trade 
allowed an unprecedented growth in the trade of manufactures within the Atlantic axis the ex-colonies of the Third 
World were increasingly left to stagnate on the peripheries. 

The Fall 

The post-war settlemenL and Pax Americana laid the basis for the long post-war boom of the '50s and '60s and the 
economic stability and prosperity that Western Europe still to a large degree enjoys. However, already by the mid
'60s its very success had begun to sow the seeds of its own demise. 

Firstly. the unprecedented period of susrained economic growth of the Atlantic axis had brought with it an even faster 
growth in world trade, particularly that of manufactured commodities. This growth in world ttade brought with it a 
rapid expansion in the circuits of international money-capital and the development of global capital markelS. With 
the development of offshore banking and the Euro-dollar markelS, which had emerged as means to escape state 
regulation, these swelling international money-circuits increasingly began to breach the constraints that had bound 
the movement of such money-capital to the national accumulation of productive capital and which had underpinned 
the efficacy of Keynesian demand management. 

At the same time, the successful expon of Fordism and the generous aid provided by the USA to both Europe and the 
far East in order to 'preserve the free world from 'Communism" had laid the foundations for the economic miracles of 
both West Germany, which pulled the rest of Western Europe in its ttain, and of Japan. As a consequence, both West 
Germany and Japan had by the late '60s become serious economic rivals to lhe USA. The growing autonomy of 
international money-capital combined with the relative decline of American economic hegemony increasingly put 
strains on the Bretton Woods systems of fixed exchange rates which finally collapsed in I973. 

However, more imponantJy, the post-war world order came under threat from the resurgence of class conflict. By 
the 1960s a new generation of the working class had grown up who had known nothing of the traumas of the early 
twentieth Century. A new generation fully fanned within the Fordist mode of accumulation and the post-war 
settlement that brought wilh it new demands and aspirations - a new revolt of the mass worker. At their most radical 
these aspirations did not concern lhe question of who controlled the work process but constituted a revolt against 
work and the commodity form itself! 

Against this, capital's immediate reaction was to recuperate such revolutionary demands and aspirations by making 
material and economic concessions that preserved the wage-relation and the commodity-form. Images of the 
revolution were sold back to the-would-be revolutionary rebels in the form of rock music to t-shirts, the wildcat 
strikers were granted wage rises and more free time, while more was spent on public services and various resttictive 
social legislation was liberalised. 

Yet while making concessions to the working class succeeded in diffusing the immediate threat to capital's very 
existence, it could not be a long term solution. Selling the revolution back to the would-be revolutionaries could only 
be a short term palliative which lllreatened to stimulate demands for the real thing once ilS inauthenticity had become 
apparent, while liberal reforms threat81.ed to undermine the long tenn social discipline needed to ensure a productive 
working class. At the same time, conceding wage increases above the growth in the productivity of labour and 
allowing the 'social wage' to balloon out of control could only result in a serious profit squeeze. 
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Amongst all the diffuse complaints of the bourgeoisie concerning declining moral standards, disrespect to authority, 
the threat to the right to manage, it was the threat to profit. as always, that galvanised and organised their response to 
the resurgence of the proletariat Indeed, the squeeze on profits caused by rising wages, combined with the rising 
organic composition of capital resulting from two decades of suslai.ned capital accumulation, began to undermine the 
general rate of profit thus producing a serious crisis in the accumulation of capital in the Western Bloc. Capital had 
to take radical action. 

In order to both circumvent and undennine the bastions of working class power that had become entrenched within 
the development of Fordism in the industrialised West, capital took up a threefold strategy of restructuring. In the old 
established industties it sought to completely re-organise and, wherever possible. to automate the existing labour 
process. A strategy exemplified by the automation of the Fiat production process in response to the milirancy of the 
Italian car workers. Secondly, capital shifted into new industties, such as infonnation Eeehnology, electronics and the 
so-called service secLor, where fresh labour relations could be established. Thirdly, capital lOOk flight to the more 
developed regions of the now long-neglected third world. 

Whereas the first two fonns of resoucturing for the most part involved a long tenn commitment, capital flight offered 
a much more immediate response that became increasingly attractive as the crisis in Atlantic axis gathered. pace. 
Indeed, throughout the 1970s, galvanising the emergent autonomy of international money capital, capital flooded into 
certain selected parts of the Third World giving rise to whal became known as the newly industrialising countties 
(NICs). A process that was greatly accelerated following the dramatic oil price hike of 1974 which served to 
liquidate and then divert huge sums of capital away from industtial capital, which was committed to various national 
economies within the Atlantic axis, into the hands of the banks and the international circuits of money capital that 
owed little or no allegiance to any state. 

However, this massive capital flight of the 1970s undennined the very conditions of its own realisation. 
Accumulation in NlCs still depended on suslai.ned accumulation in the main poles of global accumulation in the 
West. Yet the very flight of capital to the NICs undennined this very sustained accumulation in the West upon which 
its realisation depended. By the end of the decade the flight of capital, which had amounted to a virtual 'invesunent 
strike' in countties such as Britain, had precipitated a recession in all of the Western economies which necessarily 
brought with it a distinct downtwn in world trade. 

Those Third World economies that had borrowed heavily from the major banks and finance houses to finance rapid 
accumulation and development now found that the expected growth in exports necessary to pay for interest on such 
loans failed to materialise. This together with rising interest ttiggered the Third World debt crisis that came to 
dominate international finance throughout the 1980s. 

Through strenuous effons on the pan of the IMF and the World Bank, backed by inter-government co-ordination 
amongst the industtial powers, the complete collapse of the international banking system was narrowly avened. Yet, 
at least for the time being, the attempt to out-flank the working class in the indusDial counuies through global capiral 
flight had run up against its own inherent barriers. 

But while the strategy of capital flight had run into its own insmrnounlable barriers it did serve to impose the new 
economic reality of the dominance of global finance capital and in doing so laid the ground for the further 
development of capital resttucturing against the working class in industrialised economies. With the economic crisis 
of the early 1980s it became clear that economic policy had to be lai.lored to the demands of global money-capiral. 

The distinct national economies were now disintegrating as the circuits of international money-capital became 
increasingly autonomous from state regulation. A3 a consequence, government after government throughout the 
industrialised West began to abandon Keynesian economic policies in favour of monetarism as each ttied to attract 
footloose international money-capital with escalaling interest rates and disinflationary economic policies. As a result 
each government was obliged - whether socialist or conservative - to organise a concened counter-offensive against 
the gains of the working class of the previous decade. Under the threat of mass unemployment, each sought to hold 
wages down and slash public spending on the social wage. 

However, it must be said that this concerted counter-offensive against the working class in the indusuialised 
economies has paled into insignificance compared with the onslaught on the working class in many Third World 
countties brought about by the solution imposed by international money-capital to the Third World debt crisis. 
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Escalating interest payments have meant that throughout the 1980s huge amounts of swpus-value have been 
transferred to t.he industrial economies from the Third World. Even now, after much of the Third World debt has 
been written off it has been calculated that the net transfer is more than $50 billion per year. 

But this is only the tip of the iceberg. In order to service their debts Third World economies have been obliged to 
maximise their exports at all costs. As a consequence, the price of primary commodities, which make up a 
substantial proportion of the Third World's export earnings, have plummeted as the world market has becomes 
flooded by Third World economies competing with other to export. Thus even non-NICs that did not build up such 
massive debts during the 70s have been badly hit. 

The collapse in prices for primary commodities, together with debt servicing, has involved a massive attack on 
working class living standards. While much of Africa is on the verge of mass starvation, the working class in 
countries such as Brazil and fyiexico have seen their wages cut by between a third and half in real tenns over the last 
decade. 

The massive increase in the rate of exploitation in the Third World, together with the counter-offensive in the 
industrial economies that has resulted in a renegotiation of the post-war settlement, laid the basis for the renewed 
acceleration of capital accumulation in the 1980s. But as the present stagnation of the world economy shows the 
crisis of capital accumulation is far from being solved. 

The New f:roppmjr Bealjty gf G!gha! Fipapre C•nital �.···· . ·
. �� 

So, the decline of US hegemony and capital's attempt to outflank and force back the resurgent proletariat within the 
old Atlantic axis has led, in the past twenty years, to the emergence of the new economic reality of global finance 
capital and the disintegration of the distinct national economies that underpinned the Old World Order. With the 
disintegration of the national economies has come the decline in the efficacy of state action to regulate capital 
accumulation. As billions of dollars swish around the globe at the touch of button in search of ever greater profits 
and interest, all 'Chinese walls' are raised to the ground. All is reduced to the common standard of abstract profit. 
This movement of capital at its most abstract demands that all should be subordinated to the most productive of 
profit. 

Yet the movement of abstract money-capital, for all its instantaneous freedom to roam the world, ultimately depends 
on the extraction of swplus-value in concrete labour-processes carried out in the context of social and political 
constraints. With the decline in state regulation the threat of serious dislocation, of devastating financial crashes 
becomes ever more probable. 

In response to such dislocations we have seen the emergence of ad hoc interstate co-ordination on a global level -
such as the 07 summits which bring together the major western industrial powers - so as to guide global markets 
back to positions coherent with economic 'fundamentals'. At the same time, we have also seen the development of 
the three regional blocs that have emerged in an effort to consolidate capital accumulation at a supra-national level. 

However, the emergence of this new economic reality of global finance capilal is still at an early stage. Its 
development has been held in check by two distinct factors. Firstly, the old confrontation between the USA and the 
USSR has meant that, despite the relative decline in USA's economic hegemony, the USA was still able and willing 
to play a leading role within the Western Bloc. 

From the very inception of the pos1-war era, the 'threat of Communism' has served to mobilise the diverse fractions of 
the American bourgeoisie to pursue a common policy of enlightened self-interest and take an active role in regulating 
the conditions for the world accumulation of capital. It was this very 'threat of Communism' which mobilised the 
cnonnous Marshall Aid programme of the immediate post-war years that served to rebuild Europe. And it was this 
self same 'threat' that up until recently meant that the USA was prepared to exclude agriculture from its insistence on 
free trade, and thereby tolerate. the huge subsides given to the farmers of Western Europe and Japan at the expense of 
the expon potential of its own lermers. Such subsidies being seen as necessary to suppon a substantial number of 
conservative small farmers as a bulwark against the electoral success of the various 'Communist' and Socialist Parties 
in Japan and Europe. 
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With the collapse of the Ea.stem Bloc there is little except the threat of Islamic Fundamentalism to mobilise the 
American bourgeoisie for anything more than their most immediately apparent common self-interest As America's 
negative response to the recent World Environmental Conference in Brazil ad its dismal response to the crisis in the 
erstwhile Soviet Union clearly demonscrates, the US government is increasingly miwilling to take a leadership role in 
the world. The American bourgeoisie is now increasingly restricted to its own immediate self-interests, 
subordinating all its efforts to its growing economic competition with Japan in accordance with the dictates of the 
new economic reality. 

The second check on the emergence of the new economic reality has been the overhang of Third World debt. The 
huge debts of the Third World have meant that global finance capital has been lergely restricted to the industrialised 
West. As a consequence, the huge profit potential of countries such as Brazil have so far been left umapped. But 
this huge overhang of debt is being progressively wound down. This check on the movement of international finance 
capita], that has gone a long way in mitigating the effects on the working class in Western EW'Ope, is beginning to be 
removed. A prospect that points towards an intensification of global competition, particularly between the three 
poles of accumulation. 

With the prospect of increased global competition within the New World Order it would seem that Japan and its 
Pacific hinterland has a clear head start. With real investment twice as high per worker as that of both Europe and 
the USA, and its dynamic links with the rapidly expanding NICs of the Pacific such as Taiwan, South Korea and 
Singapore, the Japanese Pacific Bloc seems to be streets ahead. 

But the USA and the North American Bloc is in hot pursuit The important defeat of the American working class 
during the Reagan years has meant that wages over the last ten years have been cut in real terms to levels not seen 
since the 1 950s. 

Europe on the other hand has been lagging behind. Although the European bourgeoisie has been able claw back 
many of the gains of the working class of the previous decade and in many cases has been able to hold wages 
constant in real terms for most of the 1980s, it has so far failed to successfully impose Japanese style flexible labour 
relations nor has it been able to cut real wages to the extent that has been seen in the USA. It is in this context of the 
European bourgeoisie's response to the emerging new economic reality and the new world order that we must 
examine the question of European unity. 

� The On.,,tjon of Enrage 

In the face of the growing competition from Japan and America the emerging European Bloc faces its own distinct 
and peculiar problems. First and foremost, Europe faces an entrenched working class that has grown accustomed to 
particularly generous post-war settlements. While most Western European governments have succeeded in holding 
down wages and introducing monetarist policies they have failed to impose large scale wage cuts like those imposed 
in the USA, nor have Western European managements succeeded in obtaining 'flexible labour practices' that would 
be on par with those obtained in Japan. Inste.ad the Western EW'Opean bourgeoisie has been obliged to tread very 
warily lest it awaken the wrath of its proletarian masses. A danger that has been repeatedly underlined in various 
instances through the 1980s: from the miners strike and the riots of 1981 and 85 in the UK, the often violent strikes 
by Spanish Dockers and French steel workers, the general strikes of public sector workers in Belgium and Denmark, 
the emergence of militant rank and file COBAS in Italy in the mid-80's, and so on. 

Secondly, Europe is made up of a number of small nations, none of which has an overwhelming economic 
dominance. Of course the major economic power in Europe has been West Gennany, but faced with the fonnidable 
economic power of France, Italy and even the UK, Gennany has been unable to dominate the European pole of 
accumulation as the USA can that of North America or Japan that of the Pacific. In the absence of an 
overwhelmingly dominant state the emerging European Bloc has tended to coalesce around the supra-national 
organisation of the EEC. Yet this itself has caused important problems in the process of consolidating Europe as a 
distinct pole of accumulation. Without a single dominant state which can unify a programme and impose it on 
subordinated states as is the case elsewhere, the emergent European bourgeoisie has been riven by · competing 
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nationally defined interests that have repeatedly thwarted its development as a cohesive bloc in competition with 
those of the USA and Japan. 

Thirdly, up until the collapse of the Easlel'll Bloc, Europe lacked an extensive economic periphery. While the USA 
had central America on its borders as a source of cheap and compliant labour and Japan had the enonnous 
populations of South East Asia, Europe was confined to relatively underpopulaled and politically unstable regions of 
North Africa and Asia Minor. 

Germany 

The fall of the Eastern Bloc has, however, opened up new possibilities for Weslel'll Europe as a distinct pole of global 
capital accumulation and particularly for Germany's leading role within iL Ever since its unification in the 1870s 
Gennany has been a central European power, with Gennan capiral flowing equally eastwards as it did westwards. 
Yet the division of both Gennany and Europe following the Se.cond World War forced West German capiral into the 
arms of its western neighbours as West Gennany became integrated into the Al.I.antic axis. 

However, even as early as the 1970s, exploiting the detente between the USA and USSR, West Germany had begun 
to make its rapprochement with East Gennany and Easlel'll Europe through the policy of Osq:>olitik which led to 
subsWltial credits being made by West German banks to the governments of Eastern Europe. With the collapse of 
Eastern Europe, West Germany did not hesitate at the opportunity of reunification. Indeed a united Germany offered 
the Western Gennan bourgeoisie a golden opportunity to break out of its impasse. 

The economic reunification of Gennany hinged on the exchange rate that was to be established between the West 
German Deuischmark (DM) and !he East German Osunark (OM). The rate eventually set was I DM for 2 OM, wilh 
a limited l-1.0-I exchange for private individuals. This exchange rate substantially oveJValued the Ostmark - a more 
realistic exchange rate being somewhere between DM 1 : 4 OM to as low as lDM to 10 OM - as the Bundesbank and 
other financial commentators pointed out 81 the time. But this was no mistake. 

By overvaluing the Osunark the Gennan government no doubt gained temporary populariiy in the east as East 
Gennans found their savings could buy ample quantities of long coveted western consumer goods, a popularity 
reflected in Chancellor Kohl's criumph in the first post-unification elections. But more importantly to the Gennan 
bourgeoisie an overvalued Osunark first of all created the basis for an East Gennan petit-bourgoisie which was 
necessary for the extension of a 'market economy' to the east. Those East Gennans that had large savings of 
Ostmarks could cash them in and find they had a substantial amount of Deutschmarks that could then serve as a 
starting capital for a small business or to buy shares in newly privatised industries. 

What is more, East Gennany, even more than the rest of Eastern Europe, had a plentiful supply of cheap but educated 
and skilled labour. However, the working class in East Germany, as in the rest of the old Eastern Bloc, tended to be 
adverse to hard work: the BR ethos of 'we pretend to work and they pretend to pay us' pervaded much of its industry. 
By imposing an overvalued Osunark, East Gennan industry was made hopelessly uncompetitive. Unable to compete, 
East Gennan finns would have no option but to throw millions out of work and sell out IO West German capital. 
This shon sharp shock of miss unemployment would then serve to discipline the East German worlcing class to 
accept Western siyle work discipline. 

A disciplined and cheap East Gennan labour force would then serve as a powerful competitor to the West German 
working class. The entrenched Power of the West Gennan working class, indeed that of the working class of 
Western Europe as whole, could thereby be undercut, opening the way for substantial cuts in both the private and the 
social wage to match the competitive edge of both Japan and the USA. 

Indeed such a suategy would have established lhe newly unified Germany as the e.conomic power in Europe and 
would have gone a long way in overcoming lhe problems of the consolidation of the European pole of global capital 
accumulation. However, the sl:tl!ltegy has gone awry. The attempt to impose the short sharp shock on the East 
Gennan working class was met by a wave of strikes and demonsaations. Faced with mass social unrest, the Gennan 
government was forced 10 back down and concede comminnents to raise East German wage levels to West German 
levels within less than three years and has repeatedly been obliged to extend employment support schemes. Although 
the Gennan government has been able to sweep away various food and rent subsidies to the East German working 
class the 'cost of unification' imposed by working class resistance have been 'far higher than expected'. 
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The Gennan government has sought to shift these costs onto the West German working class by restticting wage 
increases, but again, in the face of mass public and private sector strikes this spring, they have been obliged to back 
down. The promise of Gennan unification is rapidly turning into a nightmare for the German bourgeoisie. 

France, Italy and the rest of the EEC. 
The threat of the emergence of a Greater Germany following the fall of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent process of 
Gennan unification, greatly alarmed the other continental powers in Western Europe and the EEC. Fearing that the 
new Gennany would break free of the EEC in order to establish itself as the central European power economically 
dominating the whole of Europe, both East and West, the other continental states of the EEC hastened to commit 
Gennany to lhe process of economic and eventual political unification of Western Europe. 

Allhough accelerating the process of unification meant that the rest of the EEC had to make important concessions to 
Gennany as to the structure of the EEC and the exemplary role of the Bundesbank in monetary policy, it was clearly 
better to become subordinated to the dicwes of Gennany through the structure of the EEC where various 
governments would retain a say, rather than be subordinated de facto by Gennany's growing economic might This 
was particularly true for the more peripheral economies such as those of Ponugal, Ireland, Spain and Greece. 

The emergence of a unified market and eventually a single European cmrency could only unleash a process of 
concentration and centralisation of capital that would lead to an economic polarisation between the rich and poor 
regions of EW'Ope; but if such a process was instituted politically through the EEC then it would necessarily involve 
compensatory financial transfers to the poorer nations. If, on the other hand, the Deutschmark eventually was 
allowed to became the de facto single currency then there would be no such compensation. 1be weaker EEC states 
would be left to their own fate on the verge of a newly emergent Third World of Europe. 

So, faced with the prospect of being overwhelmed by the growing competition from Japan and America and faced 
with the new realities of both the dominance of international money-capital and the post-Cold War world the Western 
European governments had little choice but to accept the imperative for economic unification. What is more, lhe 
fear on the pan of most of those governments within the EEC of the implications of a wtified Gennany impressed 
upon them the importance of EEC as the political vehicle for such economic unification. Hence the acceleration of 
lhe process of European unification through the EEC that we have seen in the last few years culminating with lhe 
MAASlRICHT Treaty last year. 

However, the breakneck speed with which the EEC is now heading towards economic unification has served to raise 
serious questions amongst many within the European bourgeoisie who are now having to face up to its implications. 
The 'convergence conditions' of the MAASTRICHT Treaty has committed the bourgeoisie of the EEC to take a hard 
and resolute line in the face of European proletariat. If they are not to be left behind in the process of European 
unification, the signatories of the MAASTRICHT Treaty are committed to meet strict and onerous monetary targets. 
These targets demand that public spending should not exceed 3% of each economies GDP, that the total National 
Debt should not exceed 60% of GDP and that inflation should be brought with a couple or percenlage points of the 
lowest in the EEC. All of which imply for most economies of the EEC severe cuts in the social wage and strenuous 
effons in holding down wage levels. Hence, in the absence of a world·wide economic boom, the resolute 
commitment to these 'convergence conditions' can only lead to an ouaight confrontation with the working class 
throughout most of lhe EEC.41 

Yet, at the same time, such a commitment to these convergence conditions, and indeed eventual monetary union, 
both removes the economic flexibility each individual government has in diffusing class confrontation, and serves to 
undennine nationalist sentiment that has proved such an important element in maintaining social cohesion in EW'Ope 
for more than hundred years. Let us briefly consider these two important implications in nun. 

Under lhe old Keynesian policy regime, governments could always defuse panicular class confrontations by relaxing 
monetary and fiscal policies and maintain international competitiveness through a subsequent devaluation of lhe 
currency. In this way the boW"geoisie was always able to make a tactical retreat if the going got too tough in the hope 
that any concession could be clawed back at a later date. (Of course this always held the danger that a series of 
'tactical retreats' would tum into a full scale rout, as it threatened to do frequently in the '70s.) 

41 Already we have seen strikes and mass demonstrations in Spain Hollmd, llaly and FTVK:C against austerity measures drawn up by pemments in 
lhc wake of M.Msnuarr. 
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In establishing the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) in the late seventies, most EEC governments committed 
themselves to taking a tough and unified stance by tying the exchange me of their cunencies to the Deucschmark 
and allowing only occasional realignments within the ERM. Following the MAASTRICHT Treaty, not only is 
devaluation increasingly ruled out even in the most exceptional circumstances - eventually becoming impossible 
with the inuoduction of the single currency at the end of the century • but fiscal and monelaly policy are to be 
increasingly circumscribed by the need to meet its various 'convergence conditions'. Hence, with the MAASTRICHT 
Treaty, the governments of the EEC are now commiued to progressively surrendering their flexibility and room for 
manoeuvre • their 'political sovereignty' • in their confrontations with the working class. 

But many in the European bourgeoisie not only fear that the commitment to a hard and unified stance against the 
proletariat will restrict their ·room for manoeuvre and prove not only a hard but brittle unity, but that the 
MAASTRICHT Treaty will ultimately rob them of the most effective weapon • nationalism. As Nicholas Ridley 
revealed most clearly in his outburst against the Gennans, what many of the bourgeoisie fear is that while the 
working class may accept austerity measures imposed by their 'own' ruling class 'for the sake of the nation' that has 
been long and painfully constructed over more than a hundred years, they are less likely to go along with auslerity 
measures that originate from Brussels or the Bundesbank. 

This fear is shared by both the Left and Right of the bourgeois political specuum and has led to increasing opposition 
to the MAASTRICHT Treaty and the present course or European unification. In the face of accelerated European 
unification and its threat to 'national sovereignty and identity' the Right has mobilised nationalist sentiment A 
mobilisation that has become most apparent with the rise of the far Right parties in Germany and France, and which 
has no doubt drawn strength from the fears of many working class people with the undennining of the nationally 
defined post-war settlements. 

While the Right is opposed to the MAASTRlCHr Treaty because it sees European unity as undennining the working 
class identity with its 'own' bourgeoisie through the nation, the Left oppose the MAASTRICHT Treaty on the 
grounds that it merely lays the basis for a bankers Europe run by bankers. For them, what is needed is the 
construction of a new European identity. perhaps bumessed by various sub-national identities (eg of the Scotland in 
Europe ilk}, that can appeal 10 working class loyalties, built on filling the 'democratic deficit' (greater powers 10 the 
European parliament) and a European social settlement (eg lhrough the strengthening of the social chapter). In other 
words, what they demand is a bankers Europe run by a new European intelligensia. 

Britain 

These divisions in the west European boW"gecrisie are reflecred in British ruling class circles, as is evident in the deep 
divisions within both the Tory and Labour Parties over the is.me of Europe. But these divisions are funher 
complicated by the peculiarity of Britain's position. 

The British bourgeoisie have always maintained an aloof and detached attirude towards the rest of Ewope. The 
legacy of being the first industrial capitalist power, which gave Britain hegemony over the world market lhroughout 
much of the last century, has left the British bourgeoisie with a distinctly global outlook and interests. Yet 10 
understand the present divisions within the British bourgeoisie over Europe we must briefly reconsider the last 40 
years with respect 10 Britain. 

Unlike much of mainland Europe, Britain did not experience the devas1ating dislocations brought about by invasion 
and modem warfare on its soil. As a consequence it was far more difficult to sweep away many of the old pre-war 
social relations and institutional structures to make way for the post-war reconsttucti.on around Fordism and social 
democracy. This had important implications for the development of Britain in the post-war era. 

This not only meant the preservation of antiquated traditions and culture in social life, but that at the point of 
production many of the old restrictive practices that had built up over previous decades of monopoly capitalism 
remained inlact and even incorporared into the new Fordist indusb'ies. While there emerged distinct move towards a 
Fordist style national collective bargaining in most industties. which was conducted on behalf of the workers by 
professional trade union officials, shop-siewards at a plant level still ..Wned an extensive role in negotiating piece 
rates, the maintenance of particular working practices, and lines of demarcation. which served to restrict the full 
development of Fordist conb'OI of production. 
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Unwilling lO confront the entrenched power of the shop stewards, British capitdsts tended to invest abroad wherever 
possible, leaving British industty willl incroasingly antiquated and uncompetitive plant and machillel)'. A response 
that led to the continuing decline of Britain as an industtial power through the post-war decades. 

It was such peculiarities of post-war Britain which gave fonn to the particular expressions of the prolelarian offensive 
of Ille 60's and 70's in lllis countty. On Ille one hand there emerged Ille dislincdy cultural 'youlll revolt' against Ille 
'quaint' yet stifling Victorianism that dominated British life and cultuJe. A revolt that. unlike elsewhere in Europe, 
was largely separated from the questions of class and the economy. On the other hand there was the resurgence in 
the militancy of the shop stewards movement that was very much of the 'economic' and which found its expression in 
wave after wave of wildcat sttikes and 'secondary "sympathy'' actions'. 

This oven separation of the largely cultural 'youth revolt' from the economic struggle at on the shop floor meant that 
the proletarian offensive was far less explosive in Britain than it was to prove to be in for example France and Italy, 
where the politicisation went much further resulting in the events of May '68 and the 'Hot Autumn' of '69 
respectively. Yet while it was relatively easy for the British state and capital to contain the proletarian revolt within 
the limits of the commodity and the wage relation it could only do so by accelerating Britain's economic decline. 
This reached crisis point by the end of the 1970s. 

The 'winter of discontent' of '78179 brought home to the British ruling classes more than anything else the precarious 
state of the British economy beset by the 'English disease' of bloody minded workers' that had made Britain the 'sick 
man of Europe'. The policy of the Labour government, which had successfully defused the class confrontations of 
the early '70s and, like other governments of Western Europe, had begun cautiously. and rather reluctantly, to adopt 
monetarist po1icies in an effort to claw back the gains made by the working class in the previous decade without at 
the same time destroying the social consensus, had now come to a dead end. It had become clear that if Britain was 
to remain a major area of capital accumulation far more radical action had lO be taken than that being pursued 
elsewhere in Western Europe. The election of Thatcher in 1 979 cleared the way for such radical action. 

Rallying the bourgeoisie behind her, Thatcher began a sustained offensive against the working class. Anned with 
mass unemployment exacerbated by high interest rates and a grossly overvalued pound, Thatcher took on and 
defeated various sections of the working class one by one. The steel workers, the health workers, the railway 
workers, the miners, the printers; each victory served to galvanise the bourgeoisie to sweep away the resttictions on 
management and ruthlessly impose redundancies and new working practices. As a result the ovennanning and 
rescrictive practices that had consuained the profitablity of British indusuy for decades were swept away during the 
1980s. 

Thatcher's strategy of uncompromising confrontation was undoubtedly a highly risky one for Ille British bourgeoisie, 
and more than once it nearly came a cropper. Indeed. following the riOIS of July '81 and an impending miners strike 
it was only by playing the ultimate card of jingoistic nationalism with the Falklands war that Thatcher kept on course 
in her first term (an episode that was lO underline the importance of natiooalism in the minds of many of the British 
bourgeoisie); while despite five years preparation Thatcher's victory over the miners in '84 was far from certain. 

Yet the success of Thatcher's counter-offensive fed on itself. The sweeping away of restrictive practices etc allowed 
a massive increase in the intensity of labour. This meant that capitalists could extract more surplus-value, and thus 
higher profits, while at the same time as conceding higher wages. As a consequence, for those that escaped the 
advance of mass unemployment and the low wage economy, wages have far outsttipped prices throughout the 1980s. 
This, combined with income tu cuts and easy credit has allowed the Tories to divide the working class and thereby 
build a new conservative social consensus built around the infamous 'Essex Man'. A consensus that has ensured the 
continuing electoral success of the Tory Party. 

Such was the success of the Thatcher's strategy that in the euphoria of her third election victory and in the midst of 
the first flush of the late '80s yuppie boom, the Tories became convinced that they could maintain, if not accelerate 
the momentum of the Thatcher counter-offensive almost indefinetly. They believed that they could continue to push 
back the working class and repeatedly re-negotiate the post-war settlement so as to evenrually Americanise British 
society and Japanify production. As a consequence they were confident that Britain would become the land of ever 
rising profits and, given that Ille big bang had reaffmned London as Ille 1hird pillar in Ille world of international 
finance, Britain could compete with the best in the world as a centre for capital accumulation. 
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This confidence shaped the Tory Pany's attitude to Europe at the crucial time of the fall of the Berlin Wall. Thatcher 
was happy to see freer markets, particularly if they could be broadened to Eastern Europe, but was opposed to any 
move lOwards economic or political unification that would inhibit the momentum of her counter-offensive. She was 
resolutely opposed, as she repeatedly made clear, to 'socialism through the back door' that would impose the timidity 
of the European bourgeoisie on her policies for Britain. The Tory government therefore sought to s[a}l any moves 
towards EEC unification. 

However, Thatcher's semi-detached attitude towards Europe was to become increasingly untenable for all but the 
most fanatical of Thatcherites. Facing the stampede towards European unity which followed the collapse of the 
Eastern Bloc, the British state soon found itself being forced to choose between being left behind on the margins of 
the new Europe or else making a commitment to its process of unity. Increasingly isolaled and unable to s[a}l or 
dilute European unification, Thatcher's preferred option was to go it alone and preserve 'Britain's sovereignty' so as to 
press ahead with her Americanisation and Japanification. 

Yet such an option now looked increasingly unpalalable. Commentators on the Left of the British bourgeoisie had 
long pointed oul that the cost of Thatcher's success had been the decimation of Britain's manufacturing base and a 
failure to reverse the chronic lack of real investment in plant and machinery. This weakness in the British economy 
soon became evident with the dramatic rise in the balance of payments deficit that accompanied the late '80s boom. 
For the first time in a hundred years Britain's balance of trade in manufacmres went into the red. At the same time 
the great stock market crash of 1987 reminded all of the perilous nature of the high seas of international finance on 
which Thatcher had hoped to sail single-handedly. 

With Thatcher's economic 'miracle' increasingly being revealed as a 'mirage', the government was forced to seek the 
protection of the Europe. To avoid escalating interest rates and to bolster international financiers confidence in 
Britain the Tory government was eventually obliged to seek to the protection of the EEC by joining the 'Exchange 
Rate Mechanism' - much to Maggie's chagrin. 

But what more than anything else sunk Thatcher's counter-offensive was working class resistance. Within weeks of 
the triumphant celebrations of ten years of Tory rule which proclaimed the lowest level of strikes for fifty years came 
the wave of public sector strikes of the Summer of '89. London was repeatedly brought to a halt by wildcat strikes by 
underground workers and industrial action on the buses, oil production was disrupted by wildcat strikes by offshore 
oil workers, solid one-day strikes on British Rail were then followed by more than a million local government 
workers coming out on successive one-day strikes throughout the country. 

While these strikes did not result in major victories over the government, they did not result in a major defeats 
either. If nothing else they began to undennine the apparent invincibility of the Thatcher regime. Indeed it was only 
through a long and perhaps pyrrhic victory over the ambulance drivers six months later that the government was able 
to regain its hard.line reputation and restore some of the confidence of international capital. But no sooner had it 
done so than it had to face the emergence of the campaign against the poll tax. 

The mass campaign against the poll tax, which exploded into the civil disorder of March 1990 and the biggest 
movement of civil disobedience ever seen in the UK, finally made it clear to the British ruling class that the 
momentum of the Thatcher counter-revolution could not be maintained. There was little option but to back off and 
slow down. As a consequence the policy of making Britain an offshore haven of profitablity outside mainstream 
Europe was no longer appeared as feasible. As the Europhiles in the both the Tory Party and the Labour Party made 
clear, the British bourgeoisie had110 option but to sink or swim with its counterpans in European Community. For 
all her great service to the British bourgeoisie Thatcher had to be dwnped. 

The dilemma facing the British state is now the dilemma facing the bourgeoisie over Europe as a whole - it is the 
question of organising class rule in the New World Order and within the new economic reality of global finance 
capital. A dilemma made all the more acute by the current world economic recession that is threatening to turn into a 
full scale economic slump. 
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While Nonnan Lamont waits for Godot. in the form of an economic recovery that never comes. and while the more 
idiotic backbench Tories dream of Britain overhauling Gennany as the economic anchor of Europe with the eventual 
realisation of zero inflation, more and more of the British bourgeoisie are becoming alanned at the prospect of 
prolonged stagnation or even of a full scale economic slwnp. With the pound locked into the ERM and the 
Government committed to European economic convergence the British bourgeoisie face the continued world 
economic stagnation with little room for manoeuvre. 

Wilh the devaluation of the pound ruled out and interest nues dictated by the Bundesbank both the government and 
British capitalists are being driven towards a full scale confrontation with the British working class. lndusbial 
capitalists face increased foreign competition handicapped by an overvalued pound and crippled by extortionate real 
interest rates, and as a result are being forced to hold wages down by throwing thousands onto the dole. Consequently 
the government faces an exploding budget deficit. 

Indeed, at the time of the election last March, the government forecast an alarmingly sharp rise in the annual budget 
deficit to around £30 billion (5%-6% of GDP), and roundly denounced the Labour Party's modest, if not pathetic, 
proposals to add a few extra billion to public spending as wildly profligate. Yet such forecasts were based on the 
rosy assumptions of an imminent economic recovery. Four months later such asswnptions have become laughable. 
With the prospect of a continuing decline in tax revenues and rising social security payments due to the prolonged 
economic recession, most economic forecasters are now predicting the budget deficit to rise to at least £40 billion 
(7%-8% of GDP) on current uends! If the Government is to conrain its budget deficit to a level that it can 
confidently finance, let alone reduce it to the levels demanded by the MAASTRICHT convergence conditions for 
EMU, then it has no option other than to make further substantial cuts to public spending, and may even have to raise 
taxes despite all its election promises. 

Meanwhile, Major's attempt to salvage the new social coosenus that Thatcher built around the dream of the 'propeny 
owning democracy' is beginning to flounder. The hope of reducing interest rates, and thus mortgage rates, has run 
aground against the Bundesbank's insistence on tight monetary policies. With falling house prices, restricted wage 
increases and rising unemployment there will be little respite in the mounting number of house repossessions in the 
coming year or so. The 'property owning democracy' has turned into a nightmare for increasing nwnbers of working 
class people and nice Mr Major's assurances of a new dawn are now being revealed as all too false42. 

The next few years will therefore be a testing time for both the government and the British bourgeoisie. With their 
room for manoeuvre restricted much will depend on the reaction of the working class to the coming wave of attacks. 
However, what has become clear following the anti-poll tax campaign is how weak the Labour Pany has become as a 
means of both controlling and containing class conflict Outside of Scotland and its few remaining strongholds in the 
cities of nonhem England and Wales, the Labour Party has lost all connection with the working class. Indeed. it is 
rapidly becoming a party of the middle class, a process that can only accelerate under the leadership of John Smith. 
In transforming itself into a 'modem social democratic party' on the European model, and as such fully committed to 
the bankers' Europe of Delors, the Labour Party has as little hope of controlling future social unrest as the French 
Socialist and Communist Parties had in controlling the recent lorry drivers blockades! 

•_.:_ _ - .2� 
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42As was aot.ed by the S""""'1 Tcl41NPlt. 1be recem duee days of riotiag OD lbe Handilre est* in Brisrol did not occur in a "pn:iblem mtm', which 
has become the nonn in the sporadic rioting of recent years. but in a coanc:il Cltl1e wbic:b wu, vntil recear.ly, rel•ively well off, wilh mm than SOI. 
of the houses owner oowpied. While the discornent is still very much ccafmed 10 the yomh,itl sprud is an ominous lip for the bourpoilie. 
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Lessons From The 
Struggle Against The 

Gulf War 
A new cyd� of  working c:lass struggle is  tentatively emerging in continental Europe over austerity measures required 
by the Maastricht Treaty. But here in Bril3in any optimistic anticipation of the prospect of suuggles is tempered by 
the shadow of a recent defeat. For since the historic and inspirational turning point of the poll iax rebellion, the 
resurrection of auLOnomous and uncompromiscd class hatred in Trafalgar Square and the mass refusal of austerity, 
has come the defeat of lhe anti-war movement. The Gulf War may not have had an effect on the working class's 
ability to wage defensive struggles in response to coming offensives, but Lhe revolutionary Left have still to come to 
terms wit.h our [ailurc to prcvcm the successful slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Iraqi proletarians. It is as if the 
blood of those thousands of Iraqi mutineers and deseners carpel-bombed on the road lO Basra is somehow on our 
hands; the anti-war resistance in Iraq was so successful it rendered the Iraqi state incapable of defending its gains in 
Kuv. ait at all, while the impotence of the anl..i-war movement in the US and Britain vinually gave the murderous 
representatives of US{l;K capital cane blanche to have Iraq bombed back into the Middle Ages. 

In  order to exorcise the ghost of �is  defeat we have lo undenake a critical reappraisal of where the anti-war 
mo\'cment went wrong. Moreover, we have to reassess our own attempts to prevent the war and how we influenced 
the strateg> pursued hy the anti-war movement as a whole. It is not enough to say, as many who confined their 
opposition to grumbling over their pims must have done, that the outcome was inevitable, that the war couldn't be 
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prevented, that we could never defeat the forces of war. backed by the.iN, the police forces and the media. The 
Vietnam war is a recent enough reminder of how a seemingly omnipotent war.::machine can be rendered impotent by 
concerted opposition amongst soldiers and the class from which they are drawn. And right up until the 
commencement of Operation Desert Stonn, despite the propaganda which accompanied Operation Desen Shield and 
the lack of any effective redress to it by the anti-war movement, opinion polls suggested that around 50% of the 
population were opposed to military intervention. Not a bad foundation from which to build an active and effective 
opposition. 

Our failure was not inevitable. Nor can it be solely blamed on the left-liberal leadership of the anti-war movement, 
for their success in controlling the movement reflected our inability to mount a successful challenge to the leadership, 
their positions, and most of all, their strategy. So, we have to look at our own role in resisting the war, what we did 
right and wrong, the slrengths and weaknesses of our straiegy. 

Anti-war Strategy 
The experience of our class has shown us how capitalist wars can be effectively opposed. For the sake of analytical 
clarity this opposition may be divided into three separate strategies which are in reality particular yet inter-related 
aspects of the overall suuggle. These may be roughly defined as: 
i) undennining support for the war by srressing the class antagonisms involved; 
ii) actively sabotaging the state's ability to conduct a war and; 
iii) precipitating a crisis 'at home'. 
Let us consider these in tum. 

0 Undermjnjng the notion of a national intere& 
The war in the Gulf has served to decimate a once combative oil producing proletariat, to reassen the role of the US 
as global policeman in the wake of the Soviet Union's collapse, and also to stimulate another round of capital 
accumulation based on military procurement. These results may well have been considered during the build up to the 
war, and could have been factors in deciding to pursue the aims of the Allies by military means rather than through 
sanctions. But the primary aim of the Allies was to resecure the flow of Kuwaiti oil revenue into the US and UK 
banking systems, essential for the financing of the US deficit. In other words, the war was fought for the interests of 
US and UK capital, for their need of injections of finance capital from Kuwait, which have amounted to 560 billion 
invested in the US alone. 

On the other hand, it was to be the working class who would be made to pay the price for the war. The refusal of 
Iraqi troops to fight was not anticipated, so casualties amongsf. British as well as Iraqi troops were expected. On top 
of the despair of the families from whom they would have been taken, the working class as a whole was expected to 
suffer as NHS wards were to be denied to us in order to treat the troops. As it was, patients had operations cancelled 
in preparation for this eventuality. 

Although the financial costs of the war have been largely recovered through reluctant contributions from Japan and 
Gennany and other oil states such as Dubai, UAE etc, and the massive profits from subsequent arms sales to the 
region, the costs were always liable to be foisted onto the shoulders of the working class through higher taxes, cuts in 
public services, and price rises. The government also hoped for another 'Falklands' FaclOr', rallying a nation divided 
over the poll tax behind the flag of the bourgeoisie. 

In order to successfully oppose the war it was crucial that the anti-war movement stre.u that the war was to be fought 
for the interests of the capitalist class alone. and to decisively situate itself in opposition to those interests. This could 
be done through the usual means of propaganda such as leaflets, bannen, graffiti, fly-posting, public meetings, and 
through high profile actions. 

Not only is this essential for building an opposition at home that knows why it opposes the war and can thus 
fonnulate tactics such as strikes and civil disorder which reflect the class basis of that opposition, but it is also 
essential to encourage 'disloyalty' amongst those troops expected to fight Historical examples abound of desertions 
and mutinies making it impossible for rival capitalist interests to compete by means of war, not least in Vietnam 
where US troops were often more inclined to kill their officers than the supposed enemy43.  And there is evidence to 
indicate that a concerted refusal to fight in the Gulf War was not an impossibility. Even without the social WU"esl 

43�: A shon accowu. of lhe quasi-mutiny by US bOOps in the Viemun War is contained in 1he US..produc:cd lafld. lbc Pcni1111 Gulf War-A 
One Way Ticket To Adamis", available from lulflwbc" for a SAE. 
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'back home' that fanned the backdrop to resisrance in Viemam, many troops refused to go to the Gi.alf. inc1uding at 
least 23 of the US's elite force, The Marines, wbo are cunendy in jail for desertion. There were also cases of 
warships en rollle 

to the Gulf being sabotaged . And Bush showed that he did not have absolute confidence in the loyalty of the US 
anny when ammunition was laken away from all enlisted men and women on bases he visited during 'morale raising' 
trips to Saudi Arabia during Operation Desen Shield. 

Examples of this sua.tegy were seen in Germany, both during the build-up to war and once it had staned. In August of 
1990 a live TV show debating the Gulf crisis was disrupted by anti-war protesters with a banner reading: "There's 
always German money in weapons when there's any slaughter in the world." And on January 21st 1991,  anti-war 
protesters attempted to make clear in whose interest the war was being fought by blockading the entrance to the 
Frankfurt stock exchange and pelting the dealers with eggs and paint bombs. 

ii> Sabotaging the war macbjn¢ 
Fighting a war is huge logistical exercise requiring the coordinated movements of troops, weapons, ammunition, and 
supplies from wherever they are s1ationed to wherever they are required. The ability of military commands to 
perfonn this operation is clearly dependent on a number of factors. including the reliability of those workers not 
required to fight but who are nonetheless essential for this logistical exercise, and if cooperative themselves, on their 
ability to function without interference. This presents many opportunities for sabotaging the war effon, and indeed 
there were a number of instances of such saborage against the Gulf War. For example in August 1990, 4000 
maintenance workers on US bases in Turkey went on strike for higher pay, thus deliberately hampering the war 
effon. And in France in September 1990, workers held up a feny c:anying troops to the Gulf, albeit for only 12 hours. 
In Italy there were auempts to blockade Malpanese airpon near Milan in order to prevenl it from being used to refuel 
USAF B-52's en route between bombing raids in Iraq and British bues. 

In Germany frequent attempts were made to blockade military depots and barracks in order to disrupt the 
mobilisation for the war. Transport comm.and supplies were also blocked, holding up the movement of the raw 
materials for the military bases of the British and American lrOOpS slationed in Munster, Bremerhaven, Frankfun, 
Berlin and elsewhere. The lactic of disrupting the uansportation of military supplies was also used in France on 
several occasions, and in Holland, where trains supplying troopS in Germany were persistently sabotaged, derailed, 
and blockaded. 

ijjlfermegting Crisjs at Home 
The backdrop to the end of the Vietnam War, a result of the refusal of American conscripts to fight for their state, 
was a severe social crisis in the United Slates and Western Europe. One of the ways in which that crisis manifested 
itself was through civil disorder in opposition to the war in Vietnam. Foorage of the riot in Grosvenor Square may 
look like a Keystone Cops movie compared with what Britain has seen in the last decade or so, but il was 
nevertheless an important moment in the international crisis which led the US State to pull out of Vietnam and 
confront the crisis it was suffering in its factories, streets, campuses and gheuoes. 

Again, examples of this suategy were seen in opposition to the Gulf War. General strikes occurred in Pakistan, Italy, 
Turkey and Spain, although they seem to have been successfully restricted to one day only by union bureaucracies. 
A token 1/2 hour sr.oppage against the war occurred on January 18th 1991 at a firm in Bremen, Gennany, and later 
that month, also in Germany, draft resisters forced to work as hospital orderlies went on a 3-day strike in opposition 
to the war. 

Demonstrations against the war occurred virtually everywhere imaginable. And some of these, although not enough, 
spilled over into direct confron1ations with the forces of the Slate. For example, in Bangladesh, police were forced to 
use batons to contain demonsua.tors on September 3rd 1990. 

Wagjng CJass War against the Bosses War 
It can be seen from the above oudine that there were a number of attempts, using various strategies, lO wage the 
class war in conlinen1al Europe against the inter-capitalist war in the Gulf. One could no doubt find many other 
instances of anti-war resistance abroad if one was determined to search beyond these few examples which, despite a 
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virtual media blackout on such activity. were available to the anti-war movement thanks to War Report, Counter 

Information , and a leaflet by BM. Combustion 44. 

One could criticize many of the actions which occurred as tokenistic, such as the one day strikes. But the point is that 
these actions, whether limited or exemplary, could never succeed in swpping the war unless they spread beyond those 
counuies whose involvement in the war was relatively minor. Stopping the war meanl thal the class war against the 
Gulf war had to be taken up in those counDies central to the UN backed coalition: the US and the UK . 

. _Or not as the case may be 
Early signs from the US were encouraging. On the 20th October 1990, lS,000 marched in New York and there were 
demonstrations in 1 S other major cities. And US activists appeared willing and able to take direct action. A San 
Francisco TV station was disrupted, a cop car set alight on a demo, and the Golden Gate Bridge was blockaded on 
several occasions. These actions were not generalised however, and it appears that anti-war activity soon became 
dominated by left-liberal campaigners, of whom someone wrote in Echanges 45 66/67: 

"They have brought tbeir experiences with a vengeance into the new movement by demanding compromise 
with the status quo ideology and calling for protest within the context of peaceful obedience to the authorities 
so a.c; to gain their respect. Many urge 'working through the system'. They tell us we must put preuure on 
elected representatives. .... we must elect better representatives. .... Tbey urge that we 'support our troops', not 
hurt their feelings by criticising the job they do, and that we should express patriotism while criticising 
government policy. We must prove that we deserve to be listened to by obeying tbe rule of law and order, and 
by respecting the police". 

This strategy of constiwtional protest was an absolute failme. The attempt lO base the opposition to the war on an 
alternative interpretation of the interests of US capilal. and thus exploit the divisions which emerged within the US 
capitalist class. meant that Bush was given a free hand once Congress had voted in favour of military action and the 
bourgeoisie buried its differences and rallied to his support. The failure of the anti-war movement to root itself in a 
class opposition to the inlel'CSts for which the war was to be fought can be measured by the overwhelming suppon for 
the war registered in opinion polls, even allowing for their notorious unreliability. 

Here in Britain the anti-war movement registered its disapproval of the government's policy lOwards the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait, and, as in the US , sought to do so peacefully and constitutionally. Of course the anti·war 
movement was not a homogeneous mass, and contained within it many different perspectives united in their 
opposition to the war, many of which were fiercely critical of the CND/fony Benn leadership. But the anti-war 
movement remained within the parameters set out by lhis leadership. These parameters derived from their political 
perspectives. They accepted the pre-supposition of a national interest. They accepted the legitimacy of the United 
Nations. They accepted the 'need' to re-establish the Kuwaiti regime's control over Kuwaiti oil. Their opposition to 
the w ar  was thus based on a difference of opinion on how to achieve the goals of US/UK capilal; they even advocated 
the pursuit of these goals by swving the Iraqi working class through sanctions. 

As a result the anti-war leadership would never have countenanced the actions required for an effective opposition lO 
the war. They wanted no repeats of the 1956 street battles in Whitehall against British intervention in Suez, a 
possibility they were only too aware of following the momentous re-emergence of class violence in Trafalgar Square 
only a few months before the Gulf crisis. The grip that the leadership maintained on the anti-war movement meant 
that it amounted to nothing more than a few peaceful marches to Hyde Park where any anger could be safely 
dissipated. No action was taken which challenged the authority of the state or undermined its ability to wage the war. 
The movement was confined to peaceful protest while the state was engaged in the mass slaughter of Iraqis. 

44BM Combiuriol& , London WC1N JXX. 
Cowuttr-lnformation (quartcJ'ly bullelin), Pigeonhole CI, c/o 11 Fonh SL, Edinburgh EH i .  Scoll.md. 
War Reporl , c/o �ew Staresm111. and Society, Foundation House, 38 Kingsland Road, London E2 8DQ. 
ll should be noted in passing however thu the inremar.iom.I cin:ulation of counter-information and it"s dissemination could have beCn much more 
dficicnL Hopefully lhe developing European Counter Network will facilitate a more r:apid and �ordinated circulaiion of snuggles; see London 
Na1tt11 for more info on the ECS. 
London. Nora , c/o Box LS, 1 21 Railton Road, Brixton, London.SE 24. 
4SEcW,tts 11 Mcwunvnt , BM Box 91 .  London WCI N  JXX. 
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We have not yet answered the question, however, as to how it was that the forces of pacifism and social democracy 
were able to contain the anti-war movement. It is not within the scope of lhis anicle to provide a comprehensive 
answer to this question, comprising as it would not only a critique of TrolSkyism and anarchism, but also discussions 
of the psyche of the British working class and its experiences of wars. But we can start to answer the question by 
undertaking a critique of one group that should have mo1D1ted a challenge to the leadership of the anti-war 
movement: No War But the Class War. 

No War But The Class War 
NWBTCW was a loose collection of revolutionaries who came together in opposition to the Gulf War. As they 
clearly pointed out in their leaflets, their opposition to the war was finnly rooted in a class-analysis rather than some 
form of moralistic liberalism."We won't pay for the bosses war" was the headline on a leaflet disttibuted during the 
prelude to the war. "As in all bosses' wars, it's us who will be told to kill each other and die in the battlefields 
while those with most to gain from the war sit at home and count their prof"llS" it continued. As well as providing 
the cannon fodder, "those of us not in the front line will have to pay in other ways .......... it1s us who will be told to 
tighten our belts and put up with cuts in jobs and wages." 

NWBTCW also seemed to know whaL would be required for an effective opposition to the war: "Only escalating 
the class war can prevent tlie massacres of both war and peace. Strikes such as those by oil workers can not 
only make working conditions safer but can sabotage the national economy, making it harder to wage war. 
Stru1111les like that against the poll tax can also undermine national mobilisation towards war. Others can 
sabotage the war machine directly" .  

For various reasons however, NWBTCW limited itself to positing the class war ideally. Few, i f  any, steps were made 
towards actually realising it in practice. As WorUrs Scud 46 pointed out, "a call for general class struggle 
opposition to the war became an emotional cushion". How and why lhis came to be will hopefully become clearer 
as we follow the evolution of NWBTCW through the unfolding of the Gulf War. 

Rc5j5ling the hujld-11p tp War 
Following the commencement of Operation Desert Shield in August 1990 NWBTCW was formed at a meeting in 
London to discuss ways or mounting an effective opposition to the war. Amongst those present were representatives 
from Hackney Solidarity Group, Anarchist Communist Federation, Class Wu, Anarchist Workers Group, 
Wildcat and assoncd individuals including one of us from Brighton. 

A proposal on the agenda was that we begin to organise a demonstration outside one of the major oil company offices 
in London. But rather than discussing this and other suitable actions the meeting soon became focussed on the fact 
that the AWG had adopted the Trotskyist line of supporting an Iraqi victory in the war. Their argument that they 
supported the Iraqi state militarily but not politically cut no ice with the rest of those present who pointed out that an 
Iraqi military success, in itself a virtual impossibility, could only be pursued by the imposition of military discipline 
on the Iraqi working class: suppressing the class struggle. shooting deserters and communists, torturing those who 
actively opposed the war etc. 

The A WG were quite rightly expelled from the group. Had they not been there would have been endless problems 
over basic positions to be conveyed in the group's propaganda With the rest of those present in agreement over the 
need to escalate the class struggle against the war in solidarity with the working class of haq, rather than implying 
that they should forsake their own struggle, the expulsion of the AWG should have allowed NWBTCW to press 
ahead with organising effective actions to sabotage the war effort.. But as time went on it became clear that the 
meeting, and the argument with the A WG, had a different effect on lhose presenL NWBTCW in many respects came 
to see its role as one of defending a class position on the war, rather than having a class position as a necessary but 
(in itselO insufficient prerequisite for taking practical steps to stop the war. Its concern with defining icself primarily 
against the position adopted by the various Trotskyist sects seemed to be at the expense of a practical challenge to the 
boundaries of peaceful constitutional protest imposed by the Benn/CND leadership. 

Let us examine exactly how it was that this failure became manifested. Following the meeting the various groups and 
individuals involved threw them!elves into the task of escalating the class struggle in order to undermine the 

46wor.Urs Scwl • 40p plus postage. Box ts. 138 Kirqslaad High Road, London ES 2NS. 
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mobilisation towards war. But rather than attempt lhis squarely on lhe terrain of anti-war resistance. as had been 
originally proposed, effons were direcred almost exclusively towards the on-going sttuggle against lhe poll tax. 

Those of us in Brighton also directed our attention IOwards the sttuggle against the poll tax, and the important 
associated work of supporting poll tax prisoners. But the neglect of anti-war activity itself in the hope that 
confrontation with the state over the poll tax would be sufficient IO counter the movement rowards war must now be 
seen 10 have been a major mistake. It is obvious now, and indeed was clear at the time with the ditching of Thatcher. 
that the state was attempting to conduct a tactical retreat over the poll tax . Our attempt ro tum their tactical retreat 
into a rout, and thus create a political climate in which the Slate would find it increasingly difficult to pursue the war 
was well intentioned, but there turned out to be no real practical way of pressing home our advantage and seeking out 
large-scale confrontations. 

Only when the war actually began in January did the enonnity of this tactical error become obvious. Not only had the 
rest of NWBTCW also devoted their practical energies rowards other siruggles like the poll tax, but any son of 
organisational work in preparation for lhe outbreak of the war had been entirely neglected. No plans had been laid for 
an immediate response to the start of the war such as a demo or an occupation. No effons seem to have been made to 
make contacts with other groups, such as those who had been involved in Cruisewatcb and the like, who would be 
prepared to take some fonn of direct action against the war. There was not even a decent ne1Work for communication 
between and throughout the various organisations and individuals who had been involved in the initial meeting. This 
haphazard approach to organisation continued through the duration of the war and served to compound the earlier 
mistakes. 

The War Begins 
As the pictures came through of the bombing of Baghdad, following the passing of the UN deadline for withdrawal, 
many people were filled with horror and suddenly became aware of the urgency of the situation. In Brighton there 
were spontaneous demonstrations, and in London anti-war protesters converged on Trafalgar Square. But it soon 
became blindingly obvious that the neglect of planning of any son of autonomous direct action had proved costly. 
The CND nelWork had already established itself as the focus for opposition to the war. The fact that we could not 
immediately provide any alternative focus for opposition lO the war, a focus that would have been capable of 
developing increasingly effective tactics and drawing in ever-larger numbers, as the town hall riots had done with the 
poll tax struggle, meant that we had to stan from scratch and begin by operating within lhe movement as it had 
become constituted under the guise of Tony Benn and CND. We had ID find ways of starting from within the 
movement and carrying people beyond the boundaries set out by the leadership. 

Not only had organisational matters been so neglected that we found ourselves in this position, but it soon transpired 
that NWBTCW was in a worse state than it had been in at the start. Meetings began but the venue was apparently 
switched a number of times without keeping people infonned, and so it seems l:hat many of the original participants 
were thereby excluded. Sectarianism or stupidity? Wane still, the person who had the contact list disappeared for 
most of the duration of the war, making coordinating and communication matters even more difficult Indeed, we in 
Brighton did not receive any mailouts whatsoever from NWBTCW. despite providing a contact address at the 
inaugural meeting and making subsequent requests to be kept in touch. 

This haphazard approach to organisation may now, however, be seen as symptomatic of the shift in the group's raison 
d'etre: The narrowed base was even less adequate for putting practical proposals into action, but was perfectly 
capable of putting together leaflets oullining the group's position and calling for escalated class struggle. 

Here in Brighton we belatedly began to take action to sabotage the war effon. The local Committee to Stop tbe War 
in the Gulf, dominated by pacifists and supported by the SWP, had reduced anti-war resisrance to "peace vigils", 
standing peacefully and if possible silently around a statue in the middle of town. Not surprisingly this inspired no 
one and went unnoticed by everyone. But a blockade/picket of the Tenitorial Army HQ was organised and attended 
by lhe NVDA elements in the peace movement. by hunt saboteurs, squauers and the members of Sussex Poll Tax 
Resisters. This was far more inspiring for those involved, spilling over into scuffles and forcing the TA to ring for 
the police, a van-load of whom arrived as we were leaving. A shame it had not been got together earlier 

·
as this type 

of action contained the seeds which could have grown inlO mass civil disorder. 

There were various other low-key autonomous direct actions around the country, ranging from putting in the 
windows of Army Recruitment offices to occupying the toll booths of the Severn Bridge. But a national focus was 
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needed, by neccessity in London, and all tlw was happening were the peaceful marches to Hyde Park, largely 
ignore.d by the media. 

NWBTCW distributed a leaflet on lhe demonstration following the outbreak of the war entitled "Sabotage the War 
Effort!" Fo1lowing a brief outline of mutinies in WWl, Viemam and the Iran-Iraq war, it continued: "The war can 
and must be opposed on the bome front as well as in the armed forces", and cited the attacks on munitions trains 
in Europe and the burning of a cop car and blocking of the bridge in San Francisco. Then it urged that "We can also 
refuse to pay for the war in any way by resisting attacks on our living standards- by carrying on refusing to 
pay the poll tax and other bills, by striking for more pay, by opposing cuts." NWBTCW wanted to keep the 
home fires burning, but evidently this was to lake place away from the demos and over issues only indirectly related 
to the war. They had made no plans to uy to make the demonstrations we were on anylhing other than peaceful and 
inconsequential. 

On discovering a few days before the next national demonstration that NWBTCW had not worked out any practical 
initiatives for it, we desperately tried to figure out a way of stirring up some serious disorder on it. But attemplS to 
find out the route of the march were fruitless, so we were unable to work out any potential rargers for a lightning 
occupation, impromptu picket or well placed brick. So on the day before the demonstration we were forced to settle 
for producing a leaflet which we hoped might fire the imaginations of the demonstrators, particularly those grouped 
around NWBTCW. Under the heading "Class War Against ne Oil Warn and an introduction it declared: 

"Already nearly 50% of the population opposes the war, but so far this massive opposition bas remained 
largely passive. It will only succeed when it actively confronts the forces for war and once it goes beyond the 
boundaries, set out by CND and its friends, of peaceful constitutional 'protest' ....... With much of the opposition 
to this war being censored by the mass media it is vital that we make our presence felt. It was a glimpse of our 
anger on the 31st of March last year that contributed to the downfall of Thatcher. Today we must show that 
anger again. We must refuse the state's right to define the nature of this demonstration. While they ask us to 
march peacefully between police lines they are mnrdering men, women and children." 

Fighting talk is never enough, of course. so the reverse of the leaflet showed a suggestive map of central London 
locating the following buildings: the American Embassy, Shell Mex House, Esso House, Texaco HQ, Mobil Oil HQ, 
Vickers HQ. The Admiralty and the MOD. As it turned out the demonsuation avoided all of these potential targets, 
only passing near to the American Embassy which was so heavily protected. by police that it would have been the 
least desirable of them all. Still, we hoped that the leaflet might force NWBTCW to work something out for the next 
time. Just in case, however, we decided that we should formulate a concrete proposal of our own and attend the next 
NWBTCW meeting, to take place a week before the next national demonstration. 

Just before the next meeting the Allied rorces finally launched their ground offensive to retake KuwaiL The bombing 
campaign had continued for weeks, destroying residential areas, sewage plants, hospilals and other civilian as well as 
military targers, and now they were going IO move in for the kill. We were all expecting to see the body bags donated 
by DuPont bringing the corpses back for burial. Once again we were filled with anger and a renewed sense of 
urgency. But at the NWBTCW meeting the discussion was primarily concerned with the necessary, but still 
insufficient, organisation of public meetings against the war and how to deal with Trotskyist hecklers. Then we put 
forward our proposal, and to the credit of those present. the urgency of the situation and the need to respond 
deci.dvely was accepted. 

We were to: 

i) Mobilise our forces as best as possible. All NWBTCW conlaclS and virtually every anarchist group in the country 
were to be informed of a meeting point near the main demo a1 which they were to converge at a specified time. It was 
to be made clear that we would move off immediately to take some unspecified form of direct action. 

ii) Conduct a lightning occupation of Shell Mex House, only a few hundred yards from the main assembly point and 
with no visible means to prevent our access. 

iii) Send others off to inform the ga�ng demonstrators of the occupation and pursu.ade many as possible to join us 
or help defend the occupation with a mass picket in The Suand. 
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iv) See how the situation evolved and respond accordingly. 

We shall never know whether the plan would have worked in practice. It may have failed , or it may have been the 
moment at which the anti-war movement launched itself beyond its previous limits never to return. But we did not 
find out, for between the notification of contacts and the day of the demonstration the war was ended by the mass 
desenion of the Iraqi conscript army. The demonstration itself was small and dejected. But worse still, virtually no
one turned up at the secret assembly point aside from ourselves. It was a missed opponunity, for the first repons were 
already coming through of the heroic uprisings in southern Iraq; we could have at least discussed possible solidarity 
actions had there been enough of us47. As it was those present were simply deinoralised by the failure of others, and 
the rest of NWBTCW in particular, to tum up. 

Conclusions 
We made some serious tactical errors during our campaign against the Gulf Was. We pinned our hopes on the anti
poll tax struggle, and left too much of the responsibility of organising autonomous resistance to the war to comrades 
in London. We have acknowledged our mistakes however, believing that self-criticism is an essential moment of 
revolutionary praxis. In printing this ani.cle we hope to conttibute to a similar process of self-criticism amongst ochers 
involved in NWBTCW, who will know much more about what actually happened within lhe group than us. This 
aniclc should also help others who were not directly involved to learn from our mistakes. 

To be fair to NWBTCW1 no-one anticipated that the war would be over so quickly; we all underestimated the 
potential for revolt of the Iraqi army. Had the war continued and the corpses and wounded started arriving in Britain 
then ?'\WBTCW may well have been in the front line of agitation against the closure of NHS wards for the war 
effon. And the anti-war movement may well have been galvanised by the deaths of British troops in a way it wasn't 
by the slaughter or Iraqi civilians. But NWBTCW must acknowledge that it failed consistently over a period of six 
months to do what was so desperately required. Various practical suggestions were made by various members, but 
were not put into practice. Not, it would seem, because other proposals were deemed to be more effective, but 
because the group was ultimately content to defend the right position, the historic class position in all its purity. 

In other words, the NWBTCW group seems to have seen its role as a predominantly ideological one. The truly 
internationalist position had to be broadcast to the movement and the Trots had to be denounced or attacked, leaving 
the grip of social democracy and pacifism intact. Even when the CND/Benn leadership were threatening the RCP 
with the police because they refused to toe the patriotic line, NWBTCW were more concerned with getting into 
fisticuffs with the RCP than challenging CND's complicity with the state. For many years positions regarding the 
nature or the Soviet Union have served as the 'liunus test' for detennining the 'authenticity' of groups within the 
British left that have claimed to be revolutionary. Was it the collapse of the Soviet Union and the declining relevance 
of these arguments that led to members of NWBTCW becoming preoccupied wilh distinguishing themselves from 
the rest of the ('always counter-revolutionary') Left? 

We cannot do anything to change what happened during the Gulf War but we can learn from our mistakes. And with 
it looking increasingly likely that the British Stale will be involved in a joint attempt to intervene militarily in 
Yugoslavia, to ensure that the carve-up goes along the lines desired by Gennan capital, we must be ready to make 
sure that they cannot get away with their bloody crusades so easily again 

K.E. 

47.fidL.wllR: Whiln we a.ill know rdatively linle about the Shi'ite uprisings in Soulhem Iraq, the proletarian natwe of the Kurdish Uprising and the 
assinance given IO the Ba"adlist regime's c:Nshing or it by the Allies and Kurdish nationalists have since been docwnented. See "Ten Days That 
Shook Iraq- Inside Infonnar:ion From An Uprising�, available from A.l{lwbtln for a SAE. 

A much more detailed account, inc.luding an appendix on the Kurdistan Workers Councils or 'Shoras' is available for 65p fTom BM Blob and 
Combustion , London WCI� 3XX. 
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Some Critical Notes on Earth First! 
from Within 

----------------------------------------------------

&firors' Ingpducrign 

Growing impalience and di.sillwionnvnt with the reformist and elitist methods of organisations such as 
Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and the Green Party is leading many on the radical fringes of tM 

Green movenu!nl to look towards a more direct action ori4ntated polirics. This search for a new 
political orientation has resulted in the emergence Earth First!, which since it began in Britain Jillie 

over two years ago has begun to grow into a significant radical force wit/Un the British Green 
Movement. Indeed, in the last six months Earth First! has begun to take of/. with more than a dozen 

groups being established across the country. Earth First! groups have been al the forefront of 
organising demonstrations in Liverpool, Tilbury and Oxford against the import of tropical hardwoods, 
aswell as organising n1111rerous local protests against the 'car economy' amongst otheT tlUng.s mu1 have 

alTeady begun to gain a certain degTee ofnouriery witlUn the national pn.s.s. 

However, wlUle the diTect action orUntation of Eanh Fir.st! is a welcome change from that of 
pTofessional lobbying of mains/Team ecology gToups that see their gTas.s TOOis suppoTltTS as simple fund 
raisers. the politics of Earth First! is, to say tM least, confused. Earth FiTst! originated in 111£ USA and 

its import into the UK has bTought with it a whole assortment of ideological baggage, much of which 
has little OT no connection with political or social conditions in BTitain. 

We shall consideT rhe cTisis in the mainstTtam GTttn Movement and the politics of Earth FiTst!, and 
their relevance to Ttvo/utionary politics in moTe detail infut11re issues of� Here � publish 

an article wTitren by a membeT of South Downs Earth First! that seeks to address the confusions in 
Earth First!'s politics as they have become manifest in the campaign against tM M3 mention at 

TwyfoTd Down. This article was oTiginally written for the the Etuth First! newsletter Actjon Updg« 
but was neveT published (whetheT this was because it was deemed 'too long', too theoTttical.politically 

unacceptable or was simply lost (!) is unknown). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lessons from Twyford Dcnni so far 
The extension of the M3 through Twyford Down bas been Earth F'ust!'s rim opponunity in confronting the current 
motorway construction programme, which a:hreatens lO wreak further havoc in Bri&ain's countryside and make room 
for even more of those noxious tin boxes that plague our cities and choke the air lhat we breath. However, apart from 
some unearned notoriety in the national press, Earth First!'s impact bas, as yet. been far &om impressive. a fact that 
demands that we take stock of our position - particularly wilh regards to olher environmerual groups. 

Two other main groupings have been involved in opposing the M3 extension at Twyford Down. The first being die 
Twyford Down Association (IDA) which has organised the local "1J1Ml5ition to this particulor road scheme, the other 
being Friends of the Earth (FOE) which has opposed the M3 extension as part of its natiooal anti-roads campaign. 
Let us consider the lessons from our relations to these two groupings in tum. 
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I )  
Th e  Twyfon1 pown Aqociation 

Winchester is one of the richest cities in the UK. It seems doubtful that in this Tory heartland any more than a small 
minority have anything more than a superficial and sentimental auachment to the surrounding countryside, an 
attachmem, when it comes down to it, that is easily outweighed by the weUth and conveniences lhey owe to the 'car 
economy'. What is more, it seems unlikely that anymore than a handful ofi '1lc people of Winchester have any 
experience of political protests, let alone of radical political action. 

In such unfavourable circumstances for the development of a large scale local opposition to the M3 extension lhe 
TOA have exploited their contacts in high places and opted for a strategy of influencing lhose with power and 
influence in the Government and lhe Tory Party. To some extent this strategy has proved remarkably successful. 
Not only have they won over the high pulpit of the establishment - the Times Jeader columns - along with the rest of 
the bourgeois press to their side, making the Twyford Down a national issue. they have also penetrated the labyrinths 
of Brussels and won the backing of the European Commissioner. But all this has been to no avail. The government 
has pressed on regardless. 

In their de.c;peration at the failure of their strategy of influencing the government the TDA has come to welcome 
suppon from almost any quarter, even from the 'great unwashed'. In doing so they have come to present themselves 
as all things to all people. Thus while they continue to work with FOE in winning over Tory MPs to the cause, they 
have also given vague encouragement to the ideas for green camps and Non-Violent Direct Action, albeit with 
certain provisos to keep it respectable for their friends in the bourgeois press. 

We have been all too easily taken in by such encouragements. Flattered at the prospects of being invited to offer our 
'precious NVDA skills' to the 'hundred or so locals prepared to lay themselves on the line', we were then surprised 
when we found that such locals did not exist! 

While it is very important to consider the 'locals' in opposing motorway consb'Uction in rural areas, it is important to 
remember that Britain does not have a rural population of any size, particularly not in southern England. Only 1 % of 
the workforce works on the land - these being mainly wage-labourers. Unlike most countries on the continent which 
have considerable numbers of small-holders and small farmers, which in the past have provided the basis for mass 
local opposition to anti-environmental projects in rural areas (such as the consttuction of the nuclear power station at 
Wackersdorf), the vast majority of Britain's population have no direct attachment to or affinity with the land. 
Although many people live in countty villages, most of such people now commute ro nearby towns and cities for 
their work and shopping etc. 

'Local' people cannot therefore be expected to have anymore affinity with the their local counttyside than anyone 
else. Indeed, they may have less affinity than those. like most of ourselves, who need an escape from oppressive 
conditions of the towns and cities. Furthermore. in so far as they are rich or well off, as they mostly are in 
Winchester (although this will not always be the case in rural areas). they are likely to be conservative and ill 
inclined to taking or sanctioning radical action that may upset the slatus quo to which they owe their wealth. After 
all, if they build a few roads around Winchester they can always drive to Heathrow and lake a few more holidays 
elsewhere if they want to 'enjoy some counttyside'. 

Thus while it is imponant to consider the feelings of the 'locals', we should not be to deferential to them. This then 
brings us to FOE. 

2) 
Friends gf the Nnlr friends gr Foe? 

While for the IDA Twyford Down is the 'be all and end all', (and hence in the face of defeat the IDA were prepared 
to welcome Earth First!'s interest in the issue). for FOE (and by FOE we mean the leadership of Friends of the Earth) 
Twyford Down is merely one battle in the long war against the m010rway consb'UCtion programme. A war in which 
they can point to victories-as well as defeats. As they have made all too clear to us, unlike the TDA, they do not 
welcome Earth First!'s involvement in this issue. For them direct action beyond the most limited token civil 
disobedience can only serve to min the years of hard work they have put in lobbying the 'powers that be'. F.or them 
the only viable strategy is to win over public opinion as expressed by the mainstream bomgeois press so as to place 
political pressure on the government to change its plans. Ultimately for them, only by making the government 
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believe lhaL each and every road scheme is an electoral liability will the road programme be abandoned. 
Confrontation and direct action for FOE can only alienate the formers of public opinion and thus the electorate. For 
FOE such actions are therefore worse than useless. 

Our responses to such arguments have been, to say the least. a liule pathetic and betray a failure to work through our 
commitment to direct action. FOE are correct in seeing Twyford Down as one battle in a long war against the 
motorway construction programme, a battle that may well be lost Furthermore. they struck very close to home 
when, in auacking Earth FirsL!'s fetishism for 'Monkey Wrenching', they accused us of being a 'one tactic 
organisation'! Simply denying these criticisms leaves us as little more than romantic utopians prepared to make a 
heroic, if futile, defence of Twyford Down at whatever the cost and regardless of the consequences. 

Nor is it adequate to plead that Earth First! helps FOE by making them appear more moderate and hence we are 
really FOE's best friends. As professional lobbyists FOE are better placed than anybody ID know that their suategy of 
influence and reasoned arguments can only be ruined by direct action and political confrontation within the broader 
environmental movement however much they would seek to 'publicly disassociate' themselves from it FOE would 
only be listened too as 'moderates' if they promised to be a means of defusing a militant environmental movement 
that was seriously challenging the state, a situation very far from the present reality in the UK, and one in which FOE 
would not be our friend� but more of a Trojan Horse! 

The underlying problem with FOE's arguments is not, as some in Eanh First! may have it, that they are too 'human 
orientated' and fail to recognise the 'equal rights of all life to survival'. On the contrary, by making a sl8Jld on 
defending Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI's) for example, they set out from the moral imperative of 
defending the right of rare and endangered species of flora and fauna to survive, however much they then seek to 
dress chis up as a question of 'science' to make it palatable to the decision makers. FOE's error is that they do not 
undersl8Jld that the underlying problem is the problem of the existing organisation of hwnan society: to be specific, 
they do not have a critique of capitalism and democracy! For them the road programme is simply due to the political 
influence of the road lobby on govemmenl decision making; an influence which they then simply have to counter 
through the force of public opinion. They fail lO see the fwtdamental importance of the car economy to the very 
existence of the state. 

To put it simply, the car industry has been the linchpin of capital accumulation since the Second World War, it has 
been the key industry in what has become known as the 'Fordist Mode of Accwnulation'. If Britain is to be a place 
where profil can be made and capital accumulated, if Britain is to compete of the world capitalist market, then it 
'needs an efficienL infra-structure' and this means more roads and motorways. This is the overriding imperative that 
shapes government policy. 

The role of the democratic process, of which FOE are an integral part. is not to detennine whether the 'public' wants 
more roads, but rather how and when roads can be built with the minimwn of popular opposition. In this light FOE's 

democratic methods may be able to win the odd battle bul they can never win the war! The only way of halting the 
road construction programme is to develop mass opposition that through direct action and political confrontation with 
the forces of the state threaten the very basis of the 'car economy'. 

Hence, while we must respect the work FOE do in gathering infonnation etc, and while it will be necessary to work 
with them from time to time, we should have no illusions about them. Ultimately, when the crunch comes, they will 
be on the other side. 

3) 
� 

If nothing else our involvemenl in Twyford Down should teach us that it is not enough to be the specialists of Direct 
Action or 'Monkey Wrenching'. W• have to place Direct Action within a coherent political project and for such a 
project we have to have a coherent critique of capitalist society. It is not enough to simply import uncritically half
baked notions from our sisler organisation in the USA, we have to develop such a critique ourselves from our own 
experiences. 
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lil! Since this article was wrjrren in March further actions at Twyford D�n have occurred. Following a 
demonstration organised by the TDA in May more than a hundred people occupied the building site at the SSS/ on 

the Water Meadows' and were able to flood tire workings by openjng a sluice gate causing a significant delay to the 
consl1'ucrion work. Since then a small green camp has been established that has mainlaiMd a continuous 

oppositional presence to building work. 

REVIEWS 

FASCISM/ANil[ASCISM 
"Fascism/Antifascism" by Jean BarroL Black Cat Press, EdmonlOll (1982). Reproduced by Unpopular Books, Box 
15 ,  138 Kingsland High Road, London ES. 

This text first appeared in 1979 as pan of an introduction to a collection of writings by ltalian left communists 
(Bordigans) on lhe Spanish Civil War. Although not recent, the pamphlet is being reviewed here as it concerns a 
contemporary issue: lhe relation of antifascism to the class struggle. Half the text is taken up wilh historical 
examples (Italy, Germany, Chile, Porwgal, Spain, Russia, the Paris Commune, Mexico). Space does not allow 
discussion of lhese cases here. Instead, the focus will be on the general argument put forward by Banot 

The translator's inuoduction sums up the argument's weaknesses (which, it is suggested, are the weaknesses of 
Lcrt communism itselO as follows: dogmatic Marxism, positivist economics, obsolete class analyses and contempt 
for lhe working class. It is the last of lhese which is the most important limitation of Barrot's case . The strength of 
his case, however, is its clear-sighted and consistently uncompromising attack on the state, nan instrument of class 
domination", which most leftists still propose to treat as neuual and lhus to nuse". This theme saturates Banot's 
argument. 

Barrot's thesis is very simple; it is lhat sttuggling against fascism (in particular) necessarily entails supporting 
democracy, that capitalism will necessarily remain intact if antifascists support one of its fonns against another. All 
manifestations of antifascism ultimately suengthen lhe democratic state at the expense of the class struggle; thus bolh 
fascism and its nemesis antifascism lead to totalitarianism (the sttong Slate) not communism. Dictatorship, says 
Barret, is not a weapon of capital but a tendency of capital. 

But while criticizing antifascists for allegedly supporting demOCiaCy, Banot also asks: "do we have a 
CHOICE? Democracy will transfonn itself into dictatorship as soon as is necessary ... The political fonns which 
capital gives iuelf do not depend on lhe action of the working class any more titan they depend on lhe intentions of 
the bourgeoisie." (p. 8). 

Barret is clearly emphasizing lhe logic of the capitalist state at the expense of the counter-logic of lhe 
proletariat. The picture he paints is of a highly successful capitalist star.e continually beating the working class to the 
first punch so that the latter are often duped ultimately into supporting rather than ovenhrowing the state. Given 
lhis, it is no wonder that many of the struggles the working class engage in (such as lhe fight against fascism) are at 
best futile and al worst counterproductive; lhe working class themselves may merely be conttibuting to the state's 
tendency to totalitarianism. 

But if we abandon the assumptions, first, that it is the state (capital) that always moves first (with the 
proletariat as hapless respondants), and, second, that antifascism is a homogeneous phenomenon that, by its very 
nature, takes the side of the democratic state, we get quite a different picture of lhis particular arena of struggle. 
Before exploring alternative perspectives on antifascism, however, it is only fair to measure Barrot's account against 
current antifascist groups. 

For example, the Bennite view (which panly infonns the ethos of the Anti-Nazi League) is that "weft (on the 
left, broadly conceived) should forget our differences and concentrate on fighting lhe fascists (implicitly: we should 
unite around lhe lowest common denominator and vote Labour). lbis argument is based in pan on the claim that the 
reason for lhe rise of Hitler was that the KPD and SPD (social democrats and communists) were fighting each other 
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instead of the fascists. But Barrot poinLS out that the left wing forces (fighting each other) were not defeated by the 
Nazis; rather, the proletarian defeat had already taken place when the fascist repression occurred; the revolutionaries 
were defeated not by fascism but by democracy. The Anti-Nazi League are also criticized (by the Revolutionary 
Communist Party, for example) for trying to build a mass movement around the issue of Nazis and fascists, when it 
is the (non-fascist and anti-Nazi) racisLS in power who are the main problem for (the non-white) working class of 
Britain. The word "Nazi" is emotive, so it is easy for people to agree to oppose "Nazism" while they may continue 
to condone racism and patriotism. Similarly, at a recent anti-fascist/anti-Nazi public meeting, I was dismayed to 
hear a speaker from Anti-Fascist Action criticize fascists on the grounds that they did not really suppon "our" 
country (implying that patriotism - supporting "our" bourge.oisie - is desirable). 

In these examples we can see how Barrot has pointed accurately to problems of typical antifascist positions; 
there is a clear tendency to oppose fascism on the grounds that it is undemocratic and a threat to "our" country. In 
such cases we arc in effect, as Barrot says, being asked to rally to the support of one manifestation of the state against 
another. A classic example is the case of the Spanish Civil War, in which the anarchist strategy for fighting fascism 
was to join forces with the republican government. 

However, it is not enough to dismiss all the various contemporary antifascist manifestations on these grounds 
alone. The point is that many people become involved in antifascism not to suppon democracy but simply because 
they recognize the need to organize specifically against the BNP and similar groups who intimidate minorities, and 
against racist attacks in general. The issue of racism is not addressed by Barrot in this pamphlet. In his defence, it 
is worth stating that fascism and racism are by no means synonymous (conceptually or historically); racism is simply 
a contingent tool of fascism and other fonns of capitalism. But racism is most people's experience of present day 
neo-fascism; fascism has almost become a theoretical justification for racism in many cases. 

Barrot's argument is directed at those who are exclusively fighting fascism; but he also refers to struggles in 
Italy that were antifascist without being "specifically antifascist to struggle against Capital meant to struggle against 
fascism as well as against parliamentary democracy." (p. 13). In other words, not all antifascist activity entails 
supporting democracy. The knub of the argument is this, however: the state transfonns itself to suit capital, thus 
" [t]he proletariat will destroy totalitarianism [including fascism) only by destroying democracy and all political forms 
at the same time." (p. 1 7). Barrot presents us with a sharp dichotomy in which anything less than his pre-defined 
programme for revolution (the attack on wage labour) is worse than useless. While we would of course endorse an 
all-out attack on wage labour, and while we reserve the right to criticize the recent wave of antifascist groups, it is a 
necessary pan of our support for one class against the other that we confront all forces which attempt to divide us 
along lines of "race", nationality etc. Barret's pamphlet is important in that it warns us against the dangers of 
involvement in popular fronLS; but it should not be taken as providing a theoretical justification for ignoring the 
concrete problems which affect particular sections of our class. 
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!lluffr.e6en 
(past tense: hob au/ ; p.p. aufgehoben ; noun: Aqfhebung ). 

Aufheben has no English equivalent . In popular German it-normally has two main 
meanings which are in opposition. One is negative. "to abolish". "to annul", "to cancel" 
etc. The other is positive, "to supersede", "to transcend". Hegel exploited this duality of 
meaning and used the word to describe the positive-negative action whereby a higher 
form of thought or natw-e supersedes a lower Conn, while at the same time 'preserving' its 
'moments of truth'.The proletariat's revolutionary negation of capitalism, communism, is 
an instance of this positive-negative movement of supersession, as is its theoretical 
realisation in Marx's method of critique. 

!llujfr.e6en can be obtained by subscriplion. It would be of great help to us if as 

many readers as possible subscribed. This would not only provide valuable financial 
resources in advance of printing, but would also reduce the amount lost as profit to the 

bookshops. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 
U.K. £5 FOR 3 ISSUES. 

EUROPE £6.50 FOR 3 ISSUES. 
U.S.! CAN.I MEX. £8.00 FOR 3 ISSUES. 

CHEQUES PAYABLE TO .Jlluffie6en . 

.Jlluf fie6en 
C/O UNEMPLOYED CENTRE, 

PRIOR HOUSE, TILBURY PLACE, 
BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX, UK. 

Forthcoming Attractions: 
-A review of the 'State Derivation Debate', 

-A critique of 'Decadence Theories', 
-Feminism and the reproduction of labour-power, 

-Fre.dy Perlmans collapse into 'essentialism', 
And much much more- subscribe now! 
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